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1. Introduction

This work introduces the background, techniques and results of a group of

experiments, which form the author’s thesis for a dissertation of doctor of

science (technology).

All the experiments are on speech technology, and more precisely on

automatic speech recognition, speech synthesis and computational quality

evaluation of synthetic speech and foreign language pronunciation in

natural speech. What is also common with all the experiments is that

they employ the methodology of machine learning. Even while the scope

of this thesis might appear very limited to an outsider, the array of used

technologies is wide and therefore most descriptions are kept short. The

reader is advised to rely on the given references to get more in-depth views

on individual items.

In this chapter, we will attempt to answer (1) what is automatic speech

recognition, (2) what is speech synthesis, (3) what is quality evaluation

in speech technology and (4) what are the basic principles in speech tech-

nology research from a machine learning perspective, and describe (5) the

scope and structure of this thesis.

1.1 Automatic speech recognition and text-to-speech

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is the process of transcribing audio

segments into text format using (1) a model of acoustics of speech (Acoustic

Model, AM) and (2) a model of linguistic structure (Language Model, LM)

— Or a combined model of both. A typical example of an ASR system known

to most readers is the speech based search option available in the most

popular smartphone operating systems.

Text-To-Speech (TTS) is the process of generating speech-like audio to

represent an input text, using (1) a model of acoustics of speech (Acoustic
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Model, AM, or “Acoustic backend”) and (2) a model of pronunciation and in-

tonation (“Linguistic Frontend” or just “Frontend”) — Or a combined model

of both. An example of a TTS application familiar to many readers is the

spoken directions provided by a navigation application in a smartphone.

The experiments in this work concentrate on the acoustic models, and

especially on the adaptation aspects.

1.2 Quality evaluation in speech technology

The prime reason for quality evaluation is to develop better systems. The

quality evaluation procedure depends on the task. Some examples:

• ASR is evaluated by counting the errors the system makes. With reliably

labelled test sets, this can be made automatically.

• Objective value for the goodness of a single TTS system is practically

impossible. A group of TTS systems can be evaluated by comparing them

to one another, either by (1) a group of human listeners comparing and

rating speech samples produced by different systems, or (2) by computing

difference measures between natural reference samples and samples

synthesised by different systems.

• The pronunciation quality evaluation systems are evaluated by running

a test set of speech samples from language learners through the system

and computing the prediction error between the predicted scores and

the reference scores for the same speech samples provided by human

annotators.

Most users of speech technology are familiar with misrecognised words

in ASR dictation, mispronounced addresses in TTS navigation systems,

or with strikingly erroneus evaluation in foreign language pronuncia-

tion learning applications. By formalising the process of quantifying and

analysing these mistakes, the developers can find and focus on improv-

ing the components of the system responsible for the perceived quality

degradation.
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1.3 Principles of machine learning research

In machine learning we attempt to learn patterns from data and use these

to build models that we can use for predicting qualities of new, unseen

data samples, or for generating new data samples.

The model can only be as good as the data it is trained on. The larger the

data pool, the more refined the model can be. Therefore in order to train a

model for some intended purpose, we will first have to acquire a training

data set that is large enough for that purpose. For example, the AM of

an ASR system that is intended to recognise dictated numbers needs a

relatively large amount of samples of numbers uttered by different people.

The AM of an ASR inteded for free-form dictation of sentences needs a far

larger pool of data, as compared to dictation of numbers, the variation in

characteristics of speech is much larger in dictation of arbitrary sentences.

1.3.1 Train, develop and test

It is easy to train a model that will represent the training data, but harder

to make the model generalise. We will want our machine learning-based

system to be robust, which means that we want it to perform well for new

data that we will encounter. Therefore when we train a model, we need to

take out some data items from the pool of data, and reserve it for checking

how well the model generalises. We call this the development data set.

Beside the development data set, we will take another set of data items

out, call it the test data set and set it aside.

When data is shared between between differerent system developers,

these sets are standardised to enable easy reporting and fair comparison of

systems. For the data sets used in the experiments presented in this work,

the development sets are around 10-20%, the test sets around 20-40% and

the training sets around 50-70% of the data items for each data corpus.

Most machine learning algorithms are iterative, and as we train our

model with the training data pool, after each iteration we will evaluate

our current model on the development data set. Often, the performance of

the model set keeps improving when evaluating on the training data itself,

but the performance on the development set will either saturate or start to

decline. When this happens, it is reasonable to stop the training iterations,

and revert to the last iteration where the performance on the development

set was improving.

Only after we have gone through this training process should we evaluate
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Original unlabelled data items

Processing layer

Processing layer

Bottleneck layer

Processing layers

Processing layer

Approximation of data items

Labelled data items

Processing layer

Processing layer

Processing layer

. . .

Output of the system

Figure 1.1. An example of pretraining. On the left side, a deep processing network is
trained to produce its own input using layers whose width form an hourglass
shape. For this auto-encoding we do not need any labels. The narrow layer
at the middle is the bottleneck, which we can assume to contain a dense
representation of the original data items. We can take the processing layers
leading to that layer and use them as a base for the next system, that we train
with labelled data.

the performance of our model on the test set.

Cross-validation

When data is scarce, it can be a good strategy to separate only a test set,

and use the training data itself to validate the model by training n models,

each time taking a different 1
n portion of data items aside and using them

as a development set. This is called n-fold cross validation. Low values of

n lead to high variability in error estimate [35], high value of n requires a

lot computation. n = 10 is a good choice to start with [85].

1.3.2 Supervised and unsupervised learning

In supervised training, the training data is labelled and the model attempts

to learn the relationship between the data and the labels.

In unsupervised learning, the training data is unlabelled. This kind of

learning is used for example for pretraining where the trainable parame-

ters of a system are initialised with values that might be good for learning

the data-to-label mapping.

An example of pretraining would be to train an autoencoder on a data

set and take the bottleneck layer as input features for a classifier, as

illustrated in Figure 1.1.
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Another use is AM adaptation in ASR. Given new speech data, the ASR

system is used to generate labels, and the data and label hypotheses are

used to adapt the AM.

1.3.3 In-domain and out-of-domain

The model is normally intended to work with data that is similar to the

data that was used to train it. This is in-domain use. For example, an

ASR AM that is trained with good-quality speech data from adults with

no background noise is intended to recognise speech from adults with no

background noise.

Using the same model to recognise speech with severe background noise

or speech from children would be considered out-of-domain use. In out-

of-domain use we expect the model to perform somewhat or significantly

worse, depending on how different the task is to the intended one.

Given a small collection of data from the new data, many types of models

can be adapted to perform better for this new domain. For example, with

some speech from children, the ASR adult speech AM can be adapted to

perform better for children, or with speech from a new speaker, a TTS AM

can be adapted to produce speech that sounds more like the new speaker.

1.3.4 White box and black box models

In the figure below, on the left side is a coarse depictation of a HMM-GMM

synthesis system and on the right an end-to-end DNN-based system.

Text prompt

1) Rule based backend:

Lexical feature synthesis

2) HMM-GMM front end:

Acoustic feature synthesis

3) Spectral vocoder

Audio waveform

Text prompt

Deep neural network

Audio waveform

The system on the left consists of a group of blocks that take their input

from the previous block and feed their output to the next one. The blocks

are very different in architecture, and have their own parameters. The
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component parameters and data flow between components can be examined

and analysed. For example, it is possible to inspect the typical durations of

different phones by looking at the acoustic model parameters, or where the

predicted weight in a given sentence is by looking at output generated by

the backend rule set. Each block is trained separately and it is relatively

easy to diagnose where problems lie if the final system does not perform

well. Such a system is called a white box system or a transparent system.

In contrast, the system on the right is an end-to-end system, where all

the processing is done in a single block. In the extreme case of a single

neural network block, it is impossible to separate the different aspects

of the processing and in the case of degraded output, it is very hard to

investigate where the problem lies in the single processing block, at least

not without significant work by an expert user. These systems are called

black box systems, as for practical purposes the data processing inside is

not visible. Also, as no conceptually simple partial results can be computed,

such a system must be trained end-to-end, giving the training algorithm

only the training inputs and desired outputs. End-to-end training typically

requires more data than sequential training of components, and is often

tricky to initialise.

Although the popularity of end-to-end trained black box models is rising,

many modern systems in TTS and ASR are still hybrid systems that consist

of consecutive black box components with analysable data flow between

them.

1.4 Scope and Contributions of the Thesis

This thesis is based on a number of different subfields in speech and

language technology. It would not have been possible without the automatic

speech recognition research in general and in the Helsinki University

of Technology (later Aalto university) in particular and the statistical

parametric speech synthesis research in Nagoya Institute of Technology,

Edinburgh University and Helsinki University.

At the time of starting this thesis work, statistical parametric speech

synthesis based on Hidden Markov Models and Gaussian Mixture Models

was an emerging technology and a rising challenger to the established Unit

Selection speech synthesis. One of the aims in the Effective Multilingual

Interaction in Mobile Environments (EMIME) project1 (2008-2011) funded

1http://www.emime.org/
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by the European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme was to

make the statistical parametric speech synthesis technology available to

new audiences – New speakers, new domains, new languages.

The particular question in the EMIME project was to transfer the per-

sonal characteristics of a speaker’s voice from one language to another

language. This was accomplished by using the speaker data in one lan-

guage to adapt the parameters of a speech synthesis model of another

language. A large part of this thesis is based on this paradigm.

Typically the cross-lingual model adaptation workflow requires large

speech synthesis model sets for both the source and target languages.

These are so-called “average voice models” trained on a group of speakers,

and they require large collections of good quality recordings to train.

Publication I investigates the use of model parameter adaptation in

situations where we do not have access to a source language model, and

Publication IX shows that we can use this paradigm to synthesise bilingual

utterances with code-switching by combining a native synthetic voice and

an adapted synthetic voice from another language for the same target

speaker, using only native speech data from one language from the target

speaker. Publication II finds that the cross-lingual model adaptation

technique also improves automatic speech recognition results for speakers

speaking another language.

Publications III and IV deal with questions of perceived speaker iden-

tity in adapted synthetic voices, when the amount of data used for this

parameter adaptation is limited. The important finding was that when

using small amounts of speech data for adaptation, the listeners were able

to pick the underlying accent of the average voice (“American English”

vs “Finnish-accented English”) but underlying accent does not reduce the

listeners’ ability to identify a speaker across languages.

The aim of the SIMPLE4ALL project2 (2011-2014) funded by the Euro-

pean Community’s Seventh Framework Programme was to make speech

synthesis systems less complicated to use and thus more accessible.

An important step in building synthesis systems is evaluating the quality

of the output. When done properly, a formal listening test conducted by

naive listeners is the best way to measure the comparative goodness of

a synthesiser. Listening tests require time and effort, and thus predic-

tions of listener opinion provided by automatic evaluation systems are

often useful. Publication VII investigates computational measures for the

2http://simple4all.org/
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evaluation of synthetic speech produced by speaker-adaptive statistical

synthesisers and recommends the use of Frequency-Weighted Segmen-

tal SNR or Log-Likelihood Ratio instead of the traditional Mel-Cepstral

Distortion measure.

Another consideration for the accessibility of speech synthesis is the

quality of the training data used to estimate the speech synthesis model

parameters. Many recordings suffer from background noise, and Publi-

cation VIII investigates to what degree using noisy speech data affects

the model parameter adaptation and degrades the quality of the final

speaker-adaptive speech synthesiser. A small amount of noise has hardly

any effect, and larger amounts of noise can be compensated for by selecting

the proper adaptation technique.

Publication VI is a report of the Simple4All submission to the Hurricane

Challenge,3 a co-ordinated international evaluation of the intelligibility

of modified speech in noisy conditions, organised in 2012. It looks at

effects of noise on the other side of the speech synthesiser, namely how

the synthesiser parameters can be tweaked to make the synthetic speech

audible in noisy listening environments. Humans have a habit of altering

their speech in noisy settings. This so-called Lombard effect manifests

in flattening of the spectral envelope and slight alteration to formant

peak locations in the spectral representation of speech. The submission

applied a transformation from normal to Lombard speech in a speech

synthesiser model trained on normal non-Lombard speech. The resulting

adapted synthetic voice with some additional compression improved the

intelligibility over the baseline synthetic voice.

The majority of speech technology techniques have been developed for

adult voices. Childrens’ voices have some extra challenges: The variation

in speaking style is large, and it is difficult to get the speakers to spend a

long time in the recording booth. Publication V shows that adult average

voices trained from a large speaker population can be adapted to average

child voices, that in turn can be adapted to the voice of a single child,

improving quality over a child-only voice or a direct adaptation from an

adult average voice.

Near the end of this thesis work, the easily adapted Gaussian Mixture

Models are long gone, replaced by Deep Neural Network-based acoustic

models, and the whole HMM-GMM based statistical parametric speech

synthesis framework has become less popular. with end-to-end trained

3http://www.listening-talker.org/the-hurricane-challenge/
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deep neural network-based synthesisers becoming the new challenger for

the unit selection synthesis systems.

Individual techniques become obsolete, but knowledge accumulates. The

computationally motivated questions on cross-lingual speaker identity

transfer and adaptation, the decision trees built with question sets based

on articulatory features and investigations into evaluation of synthetic

speech led to the creation of a foreign language pronunciation learning

computer game in the “Say It Again, Kid!” project (2014-2017). In the SIAK

game, players learn words by repeating them after a model pronunciation

and receiving a feedback score. The scoring is based on a collection of

language learners’ speech data with human labelled scores. A predictor

maps the output of phoneme classifiers of articulatory error detectors into

a score for each utterance. The speech technology used in the game and

additional experiments are described in Publication X.

1.5 Structure of the Thesis

Chapter 2 gives an overview of audio parameterisation for speech recogni-

tion and synthesis. Chapter 3 gives an overview on training and adapting

Hidden Markov Model-based speech recognition and synthesis systems.

Chapter 4 gives the quickest possible overview of neural networks for

speech applications. An overview of subjective and objective evaluation

methods for synthetic speech is given in Chapter 5 and for natural for-

eign/L2 speech in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents conclusions.
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2. Audio parameterisation for speech
recognition and synthesis

This chapter addresses the question of how do we preprocess a recorded

digital speech signal into a form that can be handled by our classification

and generation models and algorithms.

The parameterisation of the speech waveform forms the basis for acoustic

models and therefore understanding the basics of different vocoders is a

necessary to understand a lot of the design choices in the models that are

used in the experiments that form this dissertation.

2.1 Waveform parametrisation

The speech technologist uses computational tools to analyse and synthesise

speech, starting or finishing with the manifestation of speech as a digital

version of a physically measurable phenomenon: The speech waveform.

The waveform represents the time-variant pressure difference in a medium

caused by the passing sound wave.

Statistical parametric acoustic models are used to classify or generate

segments of this waveform representation. Traditionally we have been in-

terested in models that form understandable entities, like words, syllables

or phones.

Very recent experimental speech recognition [152] or synthesis sys-

tems [155] operate directly on the waveform. These systems are based on

deep neural networks and have become possible as computation time has

become less expensive.

The earlier generations of both recognition and synthesis systems have

had to rely on preprocessing the audio signal to reduce the computational

complexity of the system itself. The dominating paradigm for parameter-

ising audio has been extracting overlapping windowed frames from the

speech waveform and describing each frame with some dozens of parame-
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ters. This parameterisation is done by a vocoder. The vocoder takes speech

waveform as its input, analyses it and outputs a list of parameters that

can be fed back to the vocoder to reproduce the speech waveform.

2.2 Source-Filter model

Representing the acoustic waveform as a regular source signal and a rela-

tively simple filter is analogous to human speech production. The glottis

generates pulses (for voiced phonemes) or noise (for unvoiced phonemes)

as a source signal. This signal is then filtered by the vocal tract, which

consists of lips and cavities of the pharynx, the mouth and the nose.

Phonemes of a speech signal can be recognised by investigating the

time-variant filter representation, and speech signal can be generated by

synthesising a source signal and filtering it with a time-varying filter.

To synthesise an arbitrary sentence from a source-filter parametrised

statistical model set, the source and filter parameters are generated for

each phoneme, optimising the parameter sequence to resemble the dynamic

properties of speech as learned from the training data, and the sequences

are then concatenated and sent to the vocoder [150].

2.2.1 Filter parametrisation

Numerous variants exist for the filter parametrisation. Popular ones

include parameterisations based on spectral analysis and linear prediction.

Spectral bins

The short-time spectrum of a signal is extracted with a Fourier transform.

As the continuous acoustic speech waveform is discretised for processing

by computers, the spectral envelope of the signal is extracted by a Dis-

crete Fourier Transform (DFT) with a computational complexity of O(n2).

Computational time can be saved by selecting appropriate window lengths

and using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm in O(n log n) . For

the majority of speech applications, including all the speech synthesis and

recognition systems referenced in this work, the real components of the

spectrum are enough, and the imaginary components can be discarded.

The spectrum itself is too finely grained to be directly used for any pre-

DNN modelling. Spectral components can be binned with filter banks to

reduce the dimensionality. As most information of the human speech is

carried by the lower frequencies, it can help speech applications to weigh
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filterbanks to place more emphasis on the lower frequency bands.

Cepstral coefficients and cepstrum

There is typically a high correlation between neighbouring spectral bins,

which makes them an unsuitable representation for some model types, like

Gaussian components with diagonal covariance.

Uncorrelated representations of the spectral bins can be computed from

the bins by using a cosine transform. These representations are called

cepstral components. Speech recognition applications do not generally

benefit from the information carried in the upper range of the cepstral

components, and so the component list is typically be truncated. The

very popular Mel-Frequency Cepstral Component (MFCC) features are ex-

tracted by applying Mel-weighting [143] to the computation of the spectral

bins. MFCCs are used for analysis tasks like speech recognition, speaker

recognition and verfication, and voice activity detection.

For the purposes of synthesising speech, and as opposed to the cosine

transform used to extract the MFCC components, the cepstral representa-

tion of the spectrum is done without binning and is akin to the standard

cepstral analysis [19], ie. the inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm

of the real part of the Fourier transform of a signal. The Mel-Log Spec-

trum Approximation (MLSA) filter [72] allows synthesis directly from the

cepstral components.

As in the case of MFCCs, the synthesis cepstrum can be Mel-weighted or

Bark-weighted [188] to better represent the distribution of information in

speech.

STRAIGHT spectrum

The spectral envelope extraction by uniformly distributed frames of iden-

tical lenght is suspectible to interference from the repetitive structure

caused by the regularity of the glottis pulses. The original STRAIGHT

vocoder [79] reduces these effects by using pitch synchronized time win-

dows and spectral smoothing. The later TANDEM-STRAIGHT [81] vocoder

uses F0-adaptive set of time windows separated by half of the pitch period,

as well as F0-adaptive smoothing. The cepstral representations based

on the original STRAIGHT smoothed spectrum were the best available

spectrum-based parametrisations for statistical parametric speech synthe-

sisers in their time [78].
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Linear Predictor

Linear prediction (LP) has a long history in in speech coding [14, 13] and

speech synthesis [41]. Linear predictor represents a short segment of

speech with filter coefficients that reconstruct the next data point in the

discrete speech signal from a number of previous data points. The filter

coefficients can be computed in O(n2) with Levinson-Durbin algorithm [91,

34]. Although theoretically faster algorithms exist, Levinson-Durbin is

still faster for short speech frames [5].

Filter representation using poles and zeros is suspectible to instabil-

ity due to transmission and quantisation errors. LP coefficients can be

represented by Line Spectral Pairs (LSP) [73, 141], where the filter is

represented exclusively by zeros on the unit circle.

In speech coding, a short segment of the speech signal can be represented

by filter coefficients, simple excitation parameters and a compressed de-

scription of the residual signal, which is the difference between the original

segment and the same segment LP-analysed and resynthesised.This al-

lows a significant reduction of data that needs to be transferred with an

acceptable reduction of speech signal quality.

For statistical parametric speech synthesis, the residual is difficult to

utilise, as it is not easily modelled by statistical distributions. Instead,

to improve the quality of speech synthesis, more focus can be put on

estimating a model for the excitation. Pitch synchronous Iterative Adaptive

Inverse Filtering (IAIF) [3, 4] is used to estimate both the vocal tract filter

and the voice source signal from speech. The voice source signal thus

acquired is a glottal pulse described as a waveform, The vocal tract filter is

described as LSPs.

2.2.2 Source parametrisation

Impulse train and noise

The simplest excitation signals are (1) An impulse train with spikes at

regular intervals for voiced speech sounds (vowels etc.) and (2) white noise

for other speech sounds. The regular interval for the impulse train is

the pitch period corresponding to the fundamental frequency (F0) of the

speech signal, extracted from the source data. F0 estimation for a diverse

range of speakers in various acoustic environments is not straightforward.

In Publications VIII, III, IV, V and VII the F0 used is the median of

three different F0 estimates: IFAS [7], fixed-point analysis (TEMPO) [80]
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and ESPS [146]. In Publications IX and VI the F0 is estimated with the

autocorrelation method.

Band aperiodicity

The vocal-cord vibration produced by the human body is not perfectly

regular over the whole frequency range of speech. This causes some

irregularities in the form of devoiced segments of vowels, particularly at

frequency ranges above 1 kHz. For practical purposes in speech synthesis,

the devoicing at some frequencies can be represented by aperidiocity values

for bands of frequencies. Generating the source signal separately for each

frequency band with altered voiced/unvoiced decisions improves the quality

of synthetic speech [42]. Aperidiocity values for frequency bands can also

be predicted from the spectral envelope of the synthesis filter [138]. This

simplifies the model set of a synthetic voice, but adds to the computation

when using the model set to synthesise.

Glottal pulses

A more refined and more physiologically motivated method for creating the

excitation signal is to simulate the shape of the airflow pulse as it emerges

from the glottis.

As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, an approximation of the glottis pulse can

be estimated together with the LP coefficients. The glottis pulses can be

then used for synthesise more natural sounding speech [125, 120, 121].

The shape of the glottis pulse varies from one speaker to another, but

often a single pulse model will do for a large group of speakers. For some

speakers it is beneficial to model their own pulse, or even a collection of

different pulses [123].

2.2.3 Noise-robust parametrisations

Background noise in recorded speech signals is either stationary (e.g.

steady hum or continuous babble) or non-stationary (e.g. sudden random

noises), and further distortion can be caused by microphone response or

room echo.

Noise and distortion can be dealt with on four levels:

(1) Noise-removal from the speech waveform (eg. matrix factorisation used

in Publication III)
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(2) Noise robust feature extraction (eg. channel-wise normalisation of

features in Publication II and ETSI-AFE features used in Publication

VIII)

(3) Post-processing of the speech parameterisation (eg. missing feature

reconstruction [128].)

(4) Multi-condition training of the model set (eg. using both noisy and

clean recordings for the model training data in Publication X)

Stationary background noise in speech signal can to some extent be dealt

with channel-wise normalisation, but noise-robust parameterisations like

RelAtive SpecTrAl Perceptual Linear Prediction (RASTA-PLP) [59] and

the ETSI advanced front-end (ETSI-AFE) features [37] deal with noise

better.

The ETSI-AFE features are based on mel-frequency cepstral coefficients

(MFCC) derived from Wiener-filtered data, and were included in Publica-

tion VIII to investigate if using a noise-robust feature stream improves

model alignment during adaptation computation.

2.2.4 Dynamic parameters and parameter combinations

For ASR purposes, the filter part of source-filter models suffices. To capture

dynamics of the speech signal better, the filter parameters are often ap-

pended with their first and second order derivatives over time [43]. These

so-called Δ-features describe channelwise rate of change over neighbouring

frames.

In order to synthesise from the model set, both source and filter param-

eterisations must be generated. This is accomplished by packing all the

required parameters into a Multi-Space probability Distribution (MSD)

representation [149]. The dynamic Δ-features are extremely important for

HMM-based speech synthesis, as the parameter generation algorithm [150]

relies on them to generate smooth transitions between phoneme states.

As the same algorithms and modelling principles are used for both HMM-

based statistical parametric speech synthesis and HMM-based automatic

speech recognition, TTS models are usable but not well suited for ASR

[31, 30, 48]. The synthesis models are more fine-grained in order to include

more speaker characteristics and enable more expressive speech. The

speech recognition models are more robust in order to reduce speaker-
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dependency and effects of background noise. The ideal ASR feature

parametrisation would have no speaker characteristics or background

noise at all.

The MSD representation can be used to include a noise-robust parameter-

isation alongside the source and filter parameterisations. As investigated

in Publication VIII, including a noise robust parameterisation in a syn-

thesis model set reduces the alignment mismatch for synthesis model

adaptation when there is background noise in the adaptation speech data.
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3. Building and adapting
Gaussian-based hidden Markov
model speech synthesis and speech
recognition systems

This chapter addresses two main questions: (1) How do we build acoustic

models for automatic speech recognition and speech synthesis systems? (2)

How do we adapt an already built model to a new speaker or a new domain

of use?

In this chapter we will limit ourselves to hidden Markov models with

Gaussian parameter modelling, although at the time of writing they are

becoming less popular as neural networks are gaining popularity.

All the experiments in the publications that form this thesis required

building and adapting acoustic models and thus the concepts introduced

in this chapter are necessary to understand the aims of this thesis.

3.1 Hidden Markov Models

With the exception of some systems in Publication X, the experiments

included in this thesis are based on speech recognisers and speech synthe-

sisers using Hidden Markov model (HMM) framework [118]. An HMM set

consists of a group of states, state transition information, and statistical

distributions that represent the output of the states of the HMM.

The HMM allows modelling of discrete time-series data. The application

is conceptually simple. At each time-step, we check which state the system

is in now. The check is based only on the current observation and the

knowledge of the previous state.

A graphical representation of a two-state HMM with self-transitions

looks like this:
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State 1 State 2
a

b

1-a 1-b

Here, if the system is in state 1, there is probability a of moving to state

2 for the next time step, and a probability of 1 − a of staying in state 1.

Likewise for state 2 the transition probabilities are b and 1− b.

As the name Hidden Markon Model implies, in any practical application,

the true state of the system remains hidde. As the state is not directly

visible we call it a latent variable. We can only compute a best guess for

the system state St at timestep t based on the current observation Ot or

better yet, the history of observations O0...t if available.

Latent S1 S2 S3 St

O1 O2 O3 OtObserved

. . .. . .

. . .

The model set of an HMM-based ASR or TTS system consists of an HMM

for each possible phoneme in the domain of the system. The phonemes

are conceptually simple and understandable units for speech processing,

but by their nature, the acoustic realisations of phonemes are rapidly

changing acoustic signals that proceed from the beginning to the end

without rewinding possibilities in between. Thus the phonemes cannot

be represented by single states in a large HMM that would describe the

whole spoken language. Instead, each phoneme needs to be represented

by its own HMM, which breaks the phone down to comparatively stable

segments. Thus a single HMM with 3 active states with single Gaussian

output distributions defined by mean vectors μ and covariance matrices Σ

can be represented thus:

Start State 1

μ1,Σ1

State 2

μ2,Σ2

State 3

μ3,Σ3

End
t1,2

1− t1,2

t2,3

1− t2,3

t3,end

1− t3,end
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Each phoneme is represented by a left-to-right HMM of either 3 states

for recognition or 5 states for synthesis. Each distribution represents the

vocoder parameters for all the speech frames in the training data that are

considered to represent the given state of the phone in question.

3.1.1 Multi-space distribution hidden semi-Markov models

A standard HMM relies on the state transition probabilities for modelling

the duration of states and through that the speed and rhytm of the ut-

terance. A Hidden Semi-Markov Model (HSMM) [186] has an additional

component for explicit modelling of state durations as parameters of a

probability density function. The explicit modelling by a statistical

distribution allows for easier manipulation of phone duration for style

or speaker adaptation and also includes the duration parameters in the

generic EM-training framework. The quality of the synthetic speech

produced by HSMM is higher than that of HMM model sets [185, 186], and

therefore the additional computation and higher parameter requirements

are justified.

Any feature sets used in speech synthesis that rely on F0 for excitation

have discontinuous feature streams, as voiced frames have an F0 value

but unvoiced frames do not. For these parameters, a Multi-Space Distribu-

tion (MSD) [149] encodes the different feature spaces. The discontinuous

parameters are assumed to be sampled from different subspaces, and

while training the models, the PDFs for each subspace are trained, as well

as probabilities of the HMM emitting a value from each subspace. The

MSD-HSMM combines the explicit duration modelling and flexibility for

discontinuous feature parameterisations:

Start State 1

μ1,Σ1

p(a1),μ1,Σ1

p(b1), 0, 0

μ1,Σ1

State 2

μ2,Σ2

p(a2),μ2,Σ2

p(b2), 0, 0

μ2,Σ2

State 3

μ3,Σ3

p(a1),μ3,Σ3

p(b3), 0, 0

μ3,Σ3

End

Vocal Tract

F0 voiced

F0 unvoiced

Duration
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3.1.2 Gaussian models of vocoder parameters

The distributions used in this work are either single Gaussians or mixtures

of Gaussians better known as Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). The Gaus-

sian distribution used in this work is a multivariate normal distribution

with a probability density function for a k-dimensional parameterisation

defined by

f(x) =
e−

1
2
(x−μ)TΣ−1(x−μ)

√
(2π)k|Σ| (3.1)

where μ is the mean vector of length k, and Σ is the k × k dimensional co-

variance matrix. With properly selected acoustic features with components

that are mostly uncorrelated (like MFCCs), the covariance matrix can be

considered diagonal for all practical purposes.

The estimates for parameters μ̂ and Σ̂ are computed from data. If all

the observations o1...oT are from the same class, the maximum likelihood

estimates for the parameters are

μ̂ =
1

T

T∑
t=1

ot (3.2)

and

Σ̂ =
1

T

T∑
t=1

(ot − μ̂)(ot − μ̂)� (3.3)

A single-class classifier is not very interesting, so we are better off focus-

ing our efforts to represent different classes - in this case HMM states -

with different Gaussians. Thus, given a group of observations o1...oT , we

will first compute the likelihood Lj(t) of our HMM system being in state j

at time t:

Lj(t) =
1

P
αj(t)βj(t) (3.4)

where αj(t) is the forward probability of state j for ot, and βj(t) is the

backward probability of state j for ot, computed with the forward-backward

algorithm of the Baum-Welch reestimation procedure [119, 179]. The α

and β are computed recursively, starting from the beginning or the end of

the sequence:

αj(t) =
[N−1∑

i=2

αi(t− 1)aij

]
bj(ot) (3.5)

βi(t) =
N−1∑
j=2

aijbj(ot+1)β(t+ 1) (3.6)
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where αij is the transition probability from state i to j and bj(ot) is the

ouput probability for the state j for the observation ot, calculated for single

Gaussian distributions with Equation 3.1. Pr is total probability of the

sequence o computed from the appropriate finishing state of either the

forward or backward component P = αN (T ) = β1(1).

Then we can estimate

μ̂ =

∑T
t=1 Lj(t)ot∑T
t=1 Lj(t)

(3.7)

and

Σ̂ =

∑T
t=1 Lj(t)(ot − μ̂)(ot − μ̂)�∑T

t=1 Lj(t)
(3.8)

The Likelihood Lj(t) depends on the model parameters and vice versa.

Thus the parameter determination is done iteratively over several rounds

of re-estimation. Along with the state output parameters, the transi-

tion probabilities are also updated in the process. The explicit duration

modelling in an HSMM-TTS system requires a more generalized forward-

backward algorithm [186] to be used.

Gaussian Mixture Models

GMMs are a simple extension of the single Gaussian model. GMMs allow

the description of more complex patterns by pooling several individual

Gaussians together. The parameters of such a model include the mean

vectors μ̂, covariance matrices Σ̂ and a weight vector w, that assigns the

probability distribution between the individual Gaussian components.

Training the GMM model follows the same process as the single Gaussian

models. Due to the additional complexity, typically the model training

starts by training a single Gaussian model for each phone state, and these

single Gaussians are then split into several, and retrained as GMMs.

Discriminative training

The above mentioned estimates μ̂ and Σ̂ for the Gaussian distribution are

maximum likelihood estimates that attempt to describe the distribution

of data points as well as possible. For practical purposes in classification

problems, it can be desireable to focus instead on class boundaries and thus

attempt to gain some extra leverage in classification performance. This is

attempted with discriminative training. Such models are typical in large

scale HMM-GMM speech recognition systems that do not perform speaker

adaptation and as such are outside the scope of this work. For generative
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models like the ones used in statistical speech synthesis, discriminative

training does not make sense.

Most DNN acoustic models, as described in Chapter 4, are discriminative

by nature when used in ASR tasks.

3.1.3 Context-dependent models and parameter tying

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the acoustic model has an HMM for each

phone required for the task. The acoustic manifestation of a phone in

speech is affected by the phones before and after it, and therefore making

separate models for phones in different contexts improves performance

in ASR [134]. Context-dependency quickly increases the amount of pa-

rameters to be estimated to unfeasible levels. Therefore it is necessary

to cluster acoustically similar sounds. Tying parameters via a simple

data-driven nearest-neighbour method increases the performance of ASR

systems [179]. Using phonetic knowledge together with the training data

to build a decision tree to control the clustering [178] has an additional

benefit: Using the decision tree, it is possible to select an appropriate model

to a context-dependent phone that is not seen in the training data. This

situation might arise when adding new words, especially new names, to

the list of possible words that the ASR system should be able to recognise.

HMM-TTS systems employ the same mechanism for context-dependence,

but use a much wider definition of context. For a given phone, context

can include for example two previous and two following phones, position

of the phone in a syllable and in a word, position of the current word in

the sentence and all the prosodic information (stress etc) available for

the phone, syllable, word and sentence. When the models are so finely

detailed, the problem of unseen models is emphasised. Most previously

unseen utterances have stress patterns and phone contexts that are not

in the model set, and must be approximated by similar models. These

replacement models are chosen using decision trees that are generated

during parameter clustering when training the model. In the case of

models with multiple parameter streams, each stream can be clustered

inpedendently.

The number of data points needed to estimate the parameters of a single

tied cluster depends mainly on the number of parameters to be estimated

(number of dimensions in the acoustic parameterisation, number of compo-

nents in a GMM). It also depends on the desired behaviour of the system,

especially in the case of TTS systems: Is it better to err on the side of
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caution, or risk some irregularities in quality to get more expressiveness

in the voice?

The starting point for clustering parameters are those handed down

by senior researchers or found in sample scripts, and refining them is a

matter of experimentation. Depending on the desired granularity of the

model set, this leads to a set of roughly from 103 to 105 Gaussians or GMMs

in a model set. This clustering decision tree used in model training and

selecting models for unseen contexts is different to the regresssion trees

used by adaptation methods in Section 3.3.1. The decision tree in the

training phase depends on the distribution of the training data, whereas

the regression tree in model adaptation depends on the distribution of

model parameters.

Other classic approaches to parameter tying include tied-mixture models

and codebooks. They are left outside this study.

3.1.4 Acoustic model training frameworks

Implementing the complete framework for training an acoustic model is

cumbersome and most developers use one of the established free research

systems for training and testing speech recognition and statistical speech

synthesis models.

For speech recognition, some model training frameworks include

• HTK toolkit [179] (used in Publication II),

• Aku acoustic model training toolkit of the AaltoASR system [64] and

• Kaldi speech recognition toolkit [116] (used in Publication X).

For training Gaussian-based HMMs for speech synthesis, the HTS frame-

work [184] is a starting point. A good script collection like the EMIME

project voice training scripts [172] (used as a base in Publications VIII, IX,

I, VI, III, IV, V and VII) improve the quality over the HTS baseline demo

scripts.

The development of parametric speech synthesis has also concentrated

on Deep Neural Network (DNN) representations of speech after they were

introduced to speech synthesis [181]. At the time of writing, the Merlin

toolkit [165] allows relatively easy training of DNN-based acoustic models.

Tacotron [157] and Deep Voice [8] are complete end-to-end trained DNN-
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based speech synthesis system and free implementations are available

for both of them. At the time of writing, these end-to-end DNN systems

have started to support adaptation of speaking style [139] and speaker

identity [10], also with limited data [9].

3.2 Acoustic model adaptation

3.2.1 Average model

The basis for any adaptation is an existing model set. A Speaker-Dependent

(SD) model trained only on one speaker’s data is usually a bad starting

point unless the new target speaker’s voice is very similar to the training

speaker’s voice.

A model set trained using data from a large speaker population offers a

better starting point. This type of model is called Speaker Independent (SI)

model in ASR and average voice in speech synthesis. These average models

can be trained simply by pooling together speech data from all the training

speakers. A more complicated procedure applies adaptation mechanisms

descibed in Section 3.3.1 to the different speakers in the training pool. The

resulting Speaker Adaptive Training (SAT) models perform better than

non-SAT models when adapted to a new speaker [6, 168]. If left unadapted,

SAT models perform worse in ASR tasks than non-SAT models [6].

Whereas the general rule for ASR model training is that more speakers

means better quality, for speech synthesis adaptation it is better to have a

high-quality average voice trained from only a handful of speakers whose

voice qualities most resemble the target speaker [173].

3.2.2 Adaptation data

The adaptation data requirements depend on the type of adaptation. The

minimum is a few seconds of speech. The maximum is hard to define.

With most adaptation techniques, increases in quality saturate with a few

minutes of speech data, though maximum a posteriori adaptation described

in Section can 3.3.2 benefit from any increase in data. When increasing

the amount of adaptation data, eventually a line is crossed when there is

enough data to allow training an SD model that will surpass in quality

any adapted average models. This might happen somewhere between 30

and 90 minutes of speech data for TTS [158, 159, 166], but it depends on
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a number of things, most importantly target speaker’s similarity to the

average voice and the contextual richness of the adaptation data.

As with training, emphasis should be on the quality of the adaptation

data, so that it provides examples that phonetically and prosodically re-

semble the qualities required in the target task. In other words, if there

were to be a system that reads out poetry, it should neither be trained nor

adapted with people reading train timetables1 - And vice versa!

Though the adaptation process is quite tolerant to noise (as discussed

in Section 3.5.2), a lot of possible quality problems can be avoided by

simply rejecting bad quality data [15] or trying to remove background

noise by some preprocessing method, as done in Publication III, where a

single-channel non-negative matrix factorisation (NNMF) based speech

enhancement method [126] is used to remove background noise from speech

data.

An important distinction is supervised vs. unsupervised adaptation. In

supervised adaptation, the labels for speech data are known, whereas in

unsupervised adaptation the labels are generated by the system itself,

for example by using ASR on the recorded speech samples. Most speech

synthesis adaptation is supervised and most ASR adaptation unsupervised.

3.3 Methods of adaptation

3.3.1 Linear transformations

A whole family of adaptation methods is based on the linear regression

principle [44], where a linear transformation W applied to the mean

parameter μ of a Gaussian distribution consists of a rotation A and a

translation b, so that the new estimate μ̂ is

μ̂ = Aμ+ b = Wξ (3.9)

where W is the combination of translation and rotation transforms W =

[b A�]�, and ξ = [1 μ�]� is the mean vector extended to accommodate

the translation.

A new, linearly transformed estimate for the covariance matrix is

Σ̂ = HΣH� (3.10)
1Or maybe it should. Art for art’s sake.
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For friends of linear algebra, these definitions are obvious. A more

interesting topic is, how do we attain W and H that give an increase in

the performance of the system as experienced by the end user.

Using the same transformation for all the different models is rarely

optimal. Different state output distributions can use different transforms,

and it is relatively straightforward to use trees subtly different to decision

trees used for state tying to cluster states together for adaptation transform

sharing.

The set of linear transforms for M components of the model set M for

adaptation OT = {o(1)...o(T )} is found by optimising

Q(M,M̂) = K − 1

2

M∑
m=1

T∑
t=1

Lm(t)
[
Km

+ log(|Σ̂m|) + (o(t)− μ̂m)�Σ̂
−1
m (o(t)− μ̂m)

]
(3.11)

where μ̂ and Σ are the transformed model parameters for component m,

and Lmr(t) is the occupation likelihood

Lmr(t) = p(qmr(t)|M,OT ) (3.12)

where qmr indicates the the particular Gaussian component mr at time t.

For good quality speaker adaptation of the synthetic speech model with

linear transformations, some 3 to 6 minutes - around 50 to 100 sentences -

are needed [168, 167]. though as little as 10 sentences (around 1 minute) is

enough to create a perceivably similar adapted voice as noted in Publication

III.

Adaptation trees

The benefit of linear transformations is that we can compute a transform

for some components and apply it to others. A single global transform

for all components of all phone models improves the performance of the

system, but the performance increase is limited by the irregularity of

speaker variation. On one hand using different transforms for different

phone models is desireable, but on the other hand the benefit of linear

transforms is the possibility of sharing them.

The use of a regression trees helps in this balancing problem. The phone

model output states are clustered using centroid splitting algorithm on the

Gaussian means to build a tree, and the adaptation data is distributed

along this tree to form robust leaves of shared transformations. As noted
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in Section 3.1.3, this regression tree is different to the decision tree used

in model training.

Maximum likelihood linear regression

As the name suggests, maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (MLLR) [90,

45] optimises the adaptation parameters η = W ,H to maximise the likeli-

hood of the adaptation data o given the model set:

η̂ML = argmax
η

p(o|M, η) (3.13)

Maximum A Posteriori Linear Regression

In Maximum A Posteriori Linear Regression (MAPLR) [25] the optimisa-

tion for parameters of the linear transformations is guided by an estimate

of the distribution of the transformation parameters η = W ,H:

η̂MAP = argmax
η

p(o|M, η) (3.14)

∝ argmax
η

p(o|η,M)p(η) (3.15)

This Maximum A Posteriori criterion is pushing η towards values that are

more likely than others, based on some existing knowledge. This knowledge

manifests itself in the shape of distribution p(η|o,M) and hyperparameters

controlling that distribution. The function p(η) used as prior distribution

does not actually have to be a valid distribution - The MAP adaptation is

valid even if the prior technically is not [25]. For a normal distribution

prior the hyperparametes are M , Σ and Φ. M and Σ can be computed

from a group of precomputed transforms η1...ηk using maximum likelihood

estimation if Φ can be assumed to be the identity matrix.

In Structural Maximum A Posteriori Linear Regression (SMAPLR) [110]

a regression tree is used to propagate the hyperparameters. The assump-

tion is that for each prior there is a hyperprior, for each hyperprior a

hyper-hyperprior, and so forth.

Constrained Linear Regression

Additional robustness is obtained by constraining the number of free

parameters. In Constrained MLLR (CMLLR) both mean and covariance

parameters share the same transform matrices:
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μ̂ = Aμ− b (3.16)

Σ̂ = AΣA� (3.17)

This constrained transform on the model set is practical to apply to the

acoustic features where a transformation on the features is accomplished

starting with the same multiplication by A and then adding the term

log(|A|) when computing likelihoods [44]. Because it can be applied to the

features, CMLLR transforms are sometimes called Feature-space MLLR

(FMLLR) transforms.

The same requirements can be applied to MAPLR and SMAPLR adapta-

tion, giving Constrained Structural MAPLR (CSMAPLR) [111, 166].

3.3.2 Maximum a posteriori

In theory, the best possible adaptation would be retraining all the sys-

tem parameters to represent the new speaker - Though given enough

speech data from the target speaker, it would be as worthwhile to train a

speaker-dependent system for that speaker. Given a reasonable amount of

training data, it is possible to retrain a part of the models using the MAP

criterion mentioned in Section 3.3.1, applying it to Baum-Welch reestima-

tion of model parameters [47]. The MAP criterion makes sure that the

re-estimated model parameters remain in a reasonable range. The range

depends on the amount of training data for the model. If there are few

observations, the re-estimated parameters are close to the original model

parameters. The more data there is for estimating a parameter, the more

freedom there is for the parameter. Again, a structured version SMAP [137]

uses the regression tree to propagate hyper-priors, hyper-hyper-priors etc.

MAP adaptation can be combined with linear regression adaptation.

First, the linear transform is applied to the model set as a whole, and this

transformed model set is retrained using MAP adaptation.

3.3.3 Vocal tract length normalisation

Vocal Tract Length Normalisation (VTLN) is a single-parameter adaptation

that compensates for effects of physiological differences between speakers.

The VTLN parameter controls a bilinear function that warps the spectrum

of the audio data. VTLN can be used in speech synthesis adaptation by

applying the warping on both the input and output features [132]. The
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warping parameter can be estimated either with the EM-algorithm [131]

or by a brute force search.

In Publication V band-limited interpolation was used to derive VTLN

warping as a linear transform. Using VTLN as linear transformation of

MFCC components [133] as a base, and applying a technique used for

mel-warping for iterative estimation of MCEP components [148], a set or

transformations is computed. The brute force method is used to select

the transformation that yields the best likelihood gain for the adaptation

utterances.

Compared to linear transforms and MAP adaptation, the single VTLN

parameter can be estimated from a very short audio segment. Mere seconds

are enough.

3.3.4 Eigenvoice

In eigenvoice adaptation [86], a new model set is formed from components

computed from the parameters of a group of model sets. It is a quick

and robust way of adaptation, and has been successfully used in speech

synthesis [136].

The components are computed by taking the mean components of all

Gaussian model components from N speaker-dependent models and gath-

ering into supervectors, and then M (where M << N) basis vectors

(i.e. eigenvoices) {v1...vM} are computed by principal component anal-

ysis (PCA).

The new adapted model set for a new speaker is then acquired by com-

puting the Gaussian means μ̃μμ as a weighted sum of the eigenvoices

μ̃μμ � μ̃μμev =

M∑
m=1

wmvm (3.18)

where w is the weight vector that can be easily found by solving a group of

linear equations.

The pool of speakers for training the eigenvoice primary components

needs to be large to be able to represent new speakers. For large speaker

pools available for ASR training and large model sets with hundreds of

thousands or millions of parameters, the standard analytical PCA has

been replaced by PCA in a mapped feature space, using kernel meth-

ods that allow building non-linear eigenvoice combinations for the target

speaker [102, 104, 129].

The underlying technique of PCA and reconstruction of data has been

applied successfully on image denoising tasks in linear and non-linear re-
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constructions [108]. When PCA is used for noise reduction, a balance needs

to be found between expressiveness and noisiness. Enough components

need to be used for data reconstruction to make the object recognisable,

but using too many components will reduce the denoising effect.

Eigenspace-based maximum likelihood linear regression

The Eigenspace-based Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (EMLLR)

method applies the Eigenvoice principle to matrices used in linear trans-

formations. For large model sets, computing PCA on the adaptation trans-

formations is more feasible than computing it for all model parameters.

EMLLR successfully adapted both in linear [23] and kernelised non-linear

versions [103] for ASR tasks, and is adapted to speech synthesis in Publi-

cation VIII.

Cluster adaptive training

The eigenvoice approach can be applied at a deeper level by factoring

the training data during model training. In Cluster Adaptive Training

(CAT) [46], each speaker’s model parameters are represented as a linear

combination of parameter cluster means. Originally intended for ASR, CAT

has been applied to speech synthesis [183] and allows for a noise-tolerant

adaptation framework [176].

3.4 Post-processing

For some purposes of manipulating the output of a speech synthesis system,

the generated parameter stream can be manipulated before vocoding into

audio waveform. Simple examples are modifying pitch range and contours

to convey emotional state or meaning. A slightly more complicated example

is mimicking Lombard speech by using spectral tilting to concentrate more

energy on the important formant frequencies [124]. Although slightly

touched in Publication VI and in Section 3.5.4, post-processing is mostly

out of the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 3.1. Stacking adaptations to build synthetic voices for children. A demo web
page with speech samples is available in http://research.spa.aalto.fi/speech/

synthesis/child_adaptation_demo_icassp12/ (At least it was in February 2018).

3.5 Special cases of TTS model adaptation

3.5.1 Stacking domain and speaker transformations

As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, it is advantageous to limit the average

voice training data to speakers that are acoustically similar to the target

speaker’s speech. Many corpora intended for ASR usage have a very large

group of speakers but only a small amount of speech for each of them,

and often the speakers speak different sets of utterances. Selecting only

a few speakers for synthesis model training from such a corpus might be

difficult.

Most of the popular research audio corpora are collections of speech from

healthy adult native speakers. Data collections from any specialty groups

are more difficult to collect (and more difficult to sell). Particularly, at

the time of writing, collections of children’s speech have been few and

far in between. They are typically much smaller than any adult speech

collections, and therefore far from ideal for average voice construction.

Publication V shows that when using large adult speech corpora as a

base for adaptation for individual children’s voice, adding an intermediate

domain adaptation improves the quality of the adapted synthetic speech.

This transform stack contains a base transform for adapting an adult

average voice to an average child voice. This transform is trained using

data from a group of children. A second transform is layered on top of the
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Figure 3.2. Speech synthesis adaptation with samples containing background noise. A
demo web page with speech samples is available in http://research.spa.aalto.

fi/speech/synthesis/noisy_synthesis_is13/index_large.html (Accessed February
2018).

first, adapting the child average voice to the individual child target speaker.

In the case of simple linear transformations, the concept is illustrated as

transforms A1, b1 and H1 doing the domain transform and transforms A2, b2

and H2 doing the next layer of speaker adaptation.

μ̂ = A2(A1μ+ b1) + b2 (3.19)

and

Σ̂ = H2(H1ΣH�
1 )H

�
2 (3.20)

The system in Publication V is slightly more complicated, using CSMAPLR

transforms and investigating the use of VTLN transforms in average voice

training. The experiment is illustrated in the demonstration in Figure 3.1.

The domain and speaker adaptation stacking has been also shown to

improve ASR performance for children [140].

3.5.2 Speaker adaptation with noisy data

The recordings used for adaptation do not need to be studio quality. as

speech synthesis adaptation has demonstrated robustness to quality varia-

tions in recording conditions [15, 169]. Publication VIII demonstrates that

HMM-TTS systems can learn target speaker qualities from adaptation

data corrupted with environmental noise.

The problem with excessive stationary background noise is that many

adaptation processes do not discrimate between speaker and environment

properties, and will create adapted models that reproduce the background

noise. Another problem is that excessive background noise will affect
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the model alignment for adaptation training, and deviations in model

boundaries will cause some wrong frames to be used for computing the

transformations for any given model. Figure 3.2 shows a demo web page

where synthetic speech samples that display the effects of background

noise in adaptation data can be listened to.

Effective ways to reduce this effect are to (1) use noise removal tech-

niques while preprocessing the data, (2) use an adaptation procedure

like Eigenvoice, EMLLR or CAT that restricts the parameter space of

the adapted model set to that of clean speech and (3) use an additional

noise-robust feature stream to to improve accuracy of model alignment in

adaptation transform training. Publication VIII shows that NNMF prepro-

cessing [126] improves quality of adapted voice when the Signal-to-Noise

Ratio (SNR) drops below 20 dB and that ETSI-AFE parameter stream

improve alignments compared to the STRAIGHT-MCEP features when

adaptation is not used. However, when several iterations of CSMAPLR

adaptation can be done, STRAIGHT-MCEP features perform better in

alignment. The EMLLR adaptation produces voice models without back-

ground noise, but leaves a lot to be desired in speaker similarity, possibly

due to the constraints set by the corpora used. With larger speech corpora,

CAT adaptation has been shown to performs well in the task [176].

3.5.3 Speaker adaptation with speech data from another
language

Publications I, II and IX deal with cross-lingual speaker adaptation (CLSA),

where the adaptation data is from a different language than the language

of the TTS or ASR system.

For speech synthesis the practical applications are obvious: Building a

speech synthesiser that sounds like a given speaker, even if that speaker

does not know the language that is synthesised. An example is a speech-

to-speech translation system. Such a system would perform unsupervised

adaptation, in other words without explicitly labelled adaptation train-

ing data. For the case of CLSA, the differences between supervised and

unsupervised adaptation are small [29] or non-existent [96].

The CLSA is still inferior in performance to intra-lingual speaker adap-

tation, and even if it some day reaches the same level, the limiting factor

in CLSA performance might not computational, but human: Listeners are

less accurate in speaker discrimination tasks in cross-lingual cases than

in intra-lingual even for natural speech [161].
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Mapping based on acoustic distance between models

The CLSA system needs to know how to use the adaptation data in the

target language. This requires usually some kind of mapping between

phonemes of the target and source languages.

The mapping of adaptation data can be done simply using rule-based

phoneme-to-phoneme or phoneme-to-sequence mappings [163], but better

results are obtained by computing distances in the full-context model space

of speech synthesis model sets that allow either state mapping or transform

mapping between the languages [164]. The mapping for both cases is found

by computing Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) between the output

distributions of component of average voice models of both the target and

source language. The difference is that for state mapping, KLD is used

to find the nearest state model in source language for each state model in

target language, whereas for transformation mapping, KLD is used to find

the nearest state model in target language for each state model in source

language. KLD for single Gaussian states can be calculated analytically.

The data mapping approach had higher speaker similarity score, but the

transform mapping approach achieves better speech quality [164].

Probabilistic state mapping

The state mapping process can be also applied without an average voice

model for the source language by using ASR-style decoding to generate

labels directly in the target language. Two models for the target language

are built by constructing the decision tree for acoustic model tying in

two passes. In the first pass, the phonetic question set is constrained to

triphone context, and the model generated thus is eligible for decoding

speech in ASR fashion. The second pass adds quinphone and full sentence-

wide context and stress information into the question pool, and retraining

the model yields a synthesis model.

Publication I shows that the use of probabilistic state mapping gives a

model set that is close to the quality of a supervised state mapping CLSA

model set. Publication IX applies the same methodology to build a parallel

bilingual model set from monolingual adaptation data, as described in the

next section.

Combining monolingual models for bilingual synthesis

Publication IX describes the method for building a bilingual model set from

monolingual recordings, and using the model set to synthesise utterances

with mid-sentence code-switching ie. mixing words and phrases from
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different languages in a single utterance.

In Publication IX, the starting point for generating synthetic utterances

with a mixture of languages L1 and L2 for speaker Sa were data sets for

both L1 and L2. In the experiments, L1 was Rajashtani, Gujarati or Hindi,

and L2 was Indian-accented English. All data sets were single speaker

native speech collections. Preferably the L2 model should be an easily

adaptable average voice, but data required for training an average voice

was not available.

Then model training commences thus: (1) A speaker-dependent model

set Ma1 for speaker Sa for language L1 is trained in a typical manner, as

is Mb2 for speaker Sb in language L2. (2) Using the probabilistic state

mapping procedure described in Section 3.5.3, the 1st pass model of Mb2 is

used to create L2 training labels for L1 data, (3) with which the 2nd pass

model of Mb2 is adapted to Mâ2. The procedure is illustrated in Figure

3.3.

Bilingual utterances are then synthesised by (1) creating full-context

labels for both languages, using string tokens as placeholders for foreign

words, (2) combining the two labels, (3) concatenating the model sets Mb2

and Mâ2, (4) running the synthesis with the combined labels and combined

model sets.

3.5.4 Style adaptation

So far we have concerned ourselves only with speaker adaptation ie. trans-

fer of speaker identity. The flexibility of the HMM-TTS allows us to adapt

also other aspects of the model set. The adaptation of speaking style

can be accomplished with the same mathematical framework of model

transformations. Speaking style refers to emotional speech that sounds for

example sad or joyful, and variations in speech intensity, like whispering

and shouting. To synthesise utterances with distinct styles, model sets

that incorporate several styles can be trained [170], or a neutral tone

model set can be adapted with emotionally expressive speech from the

same speaker [171].

Transplanting a speaking style to a synthesis model for a speaker without

having speech data in that style is possible with the use of an average voice

and a cascade of linear transforms, one for speaker identity and another

for the speaking style [99, 98].

Beside the linear transformations, postprocessing of the synthesised fea-

tures or vocoder parameters can be used to emphasise a style. Publication
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3. Cross-lingually adapted synthetic
speech samples: These samples are
generated by adapting the English model
set (2) with the training data of Hindi,
Rajasthani and Telugu (1) using a
probabilistic mapping between the models
of source language and the sound
segments of the target language. This
adaptation does not require any modelling
of the target language.

Soon the office work
claimed all her
time. 

We produce peanut
oil, but to a much
greater extent we
eat the entire seed. 

Oh, he'll be a
plumber, came the
answer. 

4. Mixed language synthetic speech
samples: The native synthesis models (2)
and adapted models (3) are combined and
used together to generate bilingual speech
with uniform speaker characteristics and
smooth transitions between languages.
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Figure 3.3. A demo of the bilingual synthesis with speech samples is available in http://

research.spa.aalto.fi/speech/synthesis/COIN_blizzard14/ (Accessed in February
2018).
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Figure 3.4. A demo web page of accented average voices with speech sam-
ples is in http://research.spa.aalto.fi/speech/synthesis/average_voice_dialect_

icassp11/ (Accessed February 2018).

VI uses adaptation of glottal pulse shape, formant enhancement [122] and

spectral compression to increase average loudness to mimic the qualities

of Lombard speech, in other words subconcious changes in speaking style

to increase intelligibility in noisy speaking conditions.

3.5.5 Accented speech and average voices

The accent of a speaker plays a role in the listener’s perception of the

speaker. Heavy accent hints to a foreign background, and if the accent is

familiar, the listener can make a guess as to the origins of the speaker.

The CLSA techniques in Section 3.5.3 rely on a mapping between similar

sounding models in the two languages. A heavy foreign accent manifests

itself in regular phonetic and prosodic changes that a native speaker

could label as mispronunciations. If a synthetic voice model is trained

with regional or foreign accented speech, that accent carries over to the

synthetic speech. With enough adaptation data, the standard intra-lingual

MAP and tree-based adaptations of the MLLR family can capture regional

or foreign accent and other regular deviations from the speaking style of

the average voice model. The CLSA techniques that rely on mappings

between native speech models generate standard, native-sounding adapted

voice models that carries speaker identity only in the vocal tract shape and

some very general prosodic properties like speaking rate.

Experiments in using foreign accented speech to adapt (1) native speech

average model and (2) foreign-accented average model in Publications III

and IV show that a very small amount of adaptation data carries with it

the speaker identity in the form of the vocal tract shape, but not enough

to change the prosodic aspects of the underlying average voice. Larger

amounts of the data carry more accent information. Ie. using 10 seconds of
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Finnish-accented English adaptation data can capture roughly the general

vocal tract properties of the speaker. However, it does not capture many

context-dependent variations and thus does not yield an accent on the

adapted voice. The result of adapting a native English average voice with

short amount of accented data is a voice that still sounds native English.

Figure 3.4 shows a web page where samples for this rapid 10 s adaptation

can be listened to. Using 5 minutes of data also conveys the accent on the

adapted voice, so that the result sounds Finnish-accented English.

3.6 A special case of ASR acoustic model adaptation

3.6.1 Cross-lingual adaptation

The need for cross-lingual speaker adaptation in speech recognition is

somewhat contrived. Generally a strong regional or foreign accent hinders

the performance of ASR systems [175, 71]. Some ways to improve recogni-

tion of accented speech include adapting acoustic models to accents [16, 1]

and adapting the pronunciation dictionary [69].

Publication II explores the probabilistic state mapping described in Sec-

tion 3.5.3 for ASR. Using data from one language to adapt the system to

recognise speech for this speaker in another language. Even if the CLSA

method for adapting the acoustic model does not help directly with a for-

eign accent, it reduces the acoustic mismatch caused by the speaker’s voice

qualities. Using a simple phoneme recogniser to align the source data to

the target language model set yields enough information on the acoustic

and speaker characteristics so that the adaptation yields an increase in

the recognition performance.
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4. Neural networks for acoustic and
phonological modelling

This chapter tries to answer the question how to train and use neural

network based classifiers for speech.

Practically all modern state-of-the-art speech technology is built on top of

artificial neural networks. While not central to this thesis, the experiments

in Publication X use two different kinds of neural networks. At the time of

writing, if a published work in speech technology does not use the neural

network processing, it needs to be very thoroughly explained and justified.

4.1 Deep neural networks

At the time of writing, the modern approach to acoustic modelling is to use

Deep Neural Network (DNN) based acoustic modelling, in both ASR [61]

and speech synthesis [181].

Artificial neural networks employ a group of connected layers of nodes,

that take the previous layer’s output, perform a non-linear operation, and

direct their output to the next layer. An artificial neural network has

at least one hidden layer between the input and output layers. It might

also be called a multilayer perceptron. When the number of hidden layers

is greater than one, the network is called “deep.” The current DNNs’

training is based on error back-propagation [130] and stochastic gradient

descent [88].

4.1.1 Network geometry

The geometry of stacks of neuron layers can vary wildly. A DNN is called

fully connected if every node in a layer is connected to every node on the

previous and subsequent layers.
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4.1.2 Feed forward neural networks

The typical DNN, where an input of fixed length is fed into the network as

input and processed layer by layer, without forming any loops or cycles, is

sometimes called a feed forward network. The generic form of this network

is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

An autoencoder is a feed-forward network that produces an approxima-

tion of its input. When visualised, a typical autoencoder’s layers form

an hourglass shape with wider processing layers at either end a narrow

bottleneck layer in the middle. An example of such geometry is shown in

Figure 1.1 The bottleneck layer has a dense representation of the input

data. The autoencoder structure can be used to pretrain a network in an

unsupervised fashion.

A feed-forward DNN works well as an acoustic model for ASR, where

the output activations for different phonemes are computed from a feature

frame or group of frames [20, 61].

4.1.3 Recurrent neural networks

Sequential data is often handled with Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN),

where the network is fed one item in the sequence at a time, and the time-

sequence is modelled by the RNN retaining an internal state. An RNN

can be many-to-many, where the network provides output for each input

it is given, or many-to-one, where the network proceses the whole input

sequence before outputting one output, or one-to-many, where a single

input provokes a sequence of outputs from the RNN. Figure 4.2 attempts

to illustrate the many-to-many and many-to-one RNNs. Long Short-Term

Memory (LSTM) [65] and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [26] networks refine

the RNN concept by employing a part of the network explicitly to represent

memory. All types of RNNs work well for audio processing. LSTMs in

particular have been very effective for speech recognition tasks [51].

4.1.4 Time-Delay Neural Networks

When processing the current time step in the signal, a Time-Delay Neural

Network (TDNN) [156] looks at a number of past time steps. As opposed

to the RNN, which encodes history of the signal in its own internal state,

the TDNN has direct access to the past signal events. But as opposed to

feed-forward DNN with extra frame context, the TDNN shares network
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parameters along the time dimension. In essence the TDNN processing

units are duplicated for each past timestep and processed in a pyramidical

fashion. TDNNs yield similar gains in modelling long-term dependencies

in a signal as LSTM RNNs, but with smaller computational cost in train-

ing [115]. Some of the utterance validation experiments in Publication X

are based on TDNN acoustic modelling.

4.1.5 Convolutional neural networks

The TDNNs are in effect a specific case of the more generic group of

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). In CNNs the filter layers convolve

input from an arbitrarily defined receptive fields and pass the convolution

sum through the activation function. The filters are slid over the input data

at specific intervals, and can be applied on input of arbitrary dimensions

and size. CNNs are typically applied in deep stacks – Systems with

over 100 layers are not atypical in image recognition tasks [57]. These

processing stacks often include pooling layers that reduce the number of

inputs fed to the next layer. The most common pooling type is max pooling,

where only the highest activation from the pooling layer’s receptive field is

passed to the next layer. The deep stacks alternate filter and pooling layers.

and the filter activations are passed to a stack of more filter and pooling

layers. The CNNs can be used in speech recognition with convolutions

in two dimensions on spectrogram features (or three dimensions when

Δ-features described in 2.2.4 are considered parallel dimensions like color

channels in RGB image data) [2] and in speech synthesis with the Wavenet

architecture [155] that employs one-dimensional convolutions. Current

state-of-the-art CNN ASR systems apply CNNs stacked with an RNN [66]

or use joint CNN/RNN decoding [187].

4.1.6 Other network geometries

Other network geometries include residual networks [58] where outputs of

a layer are forked and added to the outputs of the following layer, highway

networks [142] where there are “information highways” that permeate

through several layers and ladder networks [127] that add residual-like or

highway-like connections between layers on different sides of the bottleneck

to an autoencoder DNN.
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4.2 Connectionist Temporal Classification

Early DNN experiments on acoustic modelling relied upon readily seg-

mented speech data. The segmentations could be produced by hand or by

training a simpler HMM-GMM speech recogniser and aligning the data to

its models. The Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) network [50]

is trained without pregenerated segmentation. A sequence of phones or

letters is enough as training labels. The CTC network outputs label activa-

tions for each frame. Besides the different symbols used in the training

labels, the CTC network output has an extra label ∅, which signifies that

nothing of interest is happening in this frame. The CTC network learns

activations from the training sequences, and when classifying, the network

outputs the activations for each of the symbols including the ∅ symbol for

each frame in the test sequence.

The underlying DNN architecture in CTC systems needs to be able to

learn long time dependencies, hence LSTMs or Bi-directiontal LSTMs

(BLSTM) are a popular choice.

In the simplest case, the output of an CTC ASR is the output of the CTC

network with ∅ symbols removed, for example:

Frame level output: ∅ ∅ d ∅ o ∅ ∅ ∅ g ∅ ∅

Utterance level output: d o g

In practise, a beam search is required to find reasonable label hypotheses

in the network outputs. This search can be constrained by RNN language

models trained jointly with the acoustic model [49][51] or standard N-

gram LM [53][52], or in a more general way using Weighted Finite-State

Transducer (WFST) based decoding [107]. WFST-based decoding with CTC

and N-gram modelling can be made efficient enough to be used on mobile

devices [106]. In a few years time, a reader who stumbles upon this piece

of text, is probably less impressed with the engineering efforts made in

2016 to fit a complete large vocabulary ASR in a mobile device than we are

at the time of writing.

Some of the utterance validation experiments in Publication X are based

on CTC acoustic modelling and beam search decoding.
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4.3 A phonological feature classifier using neural networks

In Publication X, the phonological feature predictor is a standard deep uni-

directional LSTM fed with a sequence of spectral bins. For such classifiers,

where the amount of data is relatively small, an important consideration

is to limit overfitting. The tricks to build a robust phone segment classifier

include:

• Training with multi-condition data [63, 135]

• Low sampling rate and Mel-weighted spectral bin features

• Reusing the training samples by resampling at lower and higher sam-

pling rates for feature extraction.

• High dropout [62] in training. In dropout, some inputs of a processing

layer are set to zero during training to reduce overfitting and so to

improve the robustness of the network. Typically the dropout is applied

to each input independently based on a preset probability. Dropout can

be applied on every processing layer. When running the network for test

or deployment, the dropout probability is set to zero.

The same network is multi-task trained to recognise phones in a CTC

manner and predict frame-wise phonological features described briefly in

Section 6.3.3. Details of the training procedure are found in the Publication

X.
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5. Quality evaluation for synthetic
speech

As speech technology matures and various restricted-domain TTS appli-

cations like satellite navigators have attained a quality where the output

voice does not need improvement to make the system more popular, the

attention of TTS researchers has turned to more challenging problems:

Out-of-domain synthesis, voice personalisation with small data sets, build-

ing TTS systems for low-resource languages, synthesising longer segments

like book paragraphs. Wherever development occurs, there we have to be

ready to answer the questions: Is our new TTS system better than our old

system? Is it better than the competitor’s TTS systems?

The evaluation of the quality of synthetic speech is central to reporting

the results in publications I, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX.

5.1 Quality dimensions

The performance of a TTS system should be measured with its intended

use in mind. TTS is a user interface component and it should deliver

information with clarity and pleasantness suited to the task. For some

tasks, speaker identity and the emotional state of the speaker are also

relevant information that must be communicated within the speech signal.

5.1.1 Overall quality

When we have several TTS systems and we have to select one to use as an

everyday tool like the voice of a screen reader or a navigator application,

we are mostly interested in the overall quality of the system. For human

listeners, this includes aspects like pleasantness and naturalness of the

voice, prosodic fluency, lack of distortions and discontinuities, and general

intelligibility. When conducting listening tests and asking users to rate

synthetic speech samples, the description of overall quality is often left
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vague.

A computer system can evaluate distortions and compute statistics that

correlate to the human perceptions of the voice. This is what quality

measurements do in the telecommunication industry, when the quality

degradation of transmitted speech is evaluated automatically.

5.1.2 Similarity

If the goal is more specific, like building a TTS system to emulate a specific

voice of a certain speaker, then the obvious measurement is similarity to

the target speaker.

In the case of building a voice from an audio corpus for a specific target

speaker, the logical question is to ask how similar the speech produced by

the TTS system is to the original speaker in the corpus.

5.1.3 Naturalness

The other question is how natural the speech produced by the TTS system

is. HSMM-GMM TTS systems often produce overly smooth speech whereas

unit selection systems suffer from distortion caused by discontinuity be-

tween ill-fitting segments.

Even if synthetic speech samples are clear of these obvious artifacts,

especially for systems trained from small speech databases, there might be

prosodic problems in intonation or pausing in the synthesised utterances.

Many listeners judge samples with such unintuitive prosody to be less

natural.

The naturalness of the voice affects the perception of speaker similarity

somewhat. Publication VII notes that similarity and naturalness are inter-

dependent with a correlation of |r̄| = 0.64 on the investigated test set of

n = 12 listening test results.

5.1.4 Intelligibility

The intelligibility of a TTS system’s voice is a prime concern for any user

application. Modern speech synthesisers can produce speech that is

as intelligible as natural speech [174]. Background noise can lower the

intelligibility of natural and synthetic speech and therefore under some

circumstances the intelligibility can be an issue. Human speakers alter

their speaking style both consciously and unconsciously (Lombard effect)

to improve its intelligibility in severe noise conditions. Synthetic speech
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can be altered computationally in order to improve its intelligibility under

noise [153], and for this goal we need a measure for intelligibility.

5.2 Subjective measures

The most logical way to evaluate the quality of synthetic speech is to ask

human listeners. Any subjective evaluation results are dependent on the

listeners: The preferences of the listeners, the way the listeners understand

instructions, the alertness and emotional state of the listener and so

on. Therefore, the sample of listeners needs to be large enough to yield

statistical significance and through that a gentle hope of generalisability

of the results.

A subjective test is also only valid for the population of samples in the

one test. It is not possible to run another test with different samples and

then compare the results to the results in an older test. For example, if

one test finds that A > B, and another test finds that C > A, we cannot

assume it is valid to infer that C > B with only these tests. C and B

have to be compared in the same test. Listening tests are laborious to

organise, especially if the knowledge how to run the tests does not exist

in the institution. It is well worth the extra effort to triple-check that

as many of the test scenarios are covered in one test as possible, though

without over-burdening the listeners.

The following sections present two popular formalisations for asking the

listeners to rate speech samples.

5.2.1 Mean opinion scores

A widely used subjective test is the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The

methodology and analytics are well established in the the Blizzard chal-

lenge [27], an annual synthetic voice building competition. Listeners listen

to natural and synthesised speech samples, and judge each sample on

a subjective scale from one to five, where one represents worst and five

represents the best sample in the listener’s subjective scale. The systems

are evaluated according to their naturalness and similarity to the target

speaker. The evaluation procedure needs a large group of listeners lis-

tening to a large group of samples, and the ranking of systems is found

with statistical analysis. For the listeners, the MOS test can be completely

subjective with abstract descriptions at both ends of the scale (For example:
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“1 – worst, 5 – best”) or slightly more defined with named categories, known

as Absolute Category Rating (ABC) (For example: “5 – Not distorted, 4 –

Slightly distorted, 3 – Somewhat distorted, . . . ”).

For the MOS test to be effective, the listeners need to be primed to the

scale of quality in the samples. The listener needs to listen to both best

samples and worst samples before starting the task of evaluating the test

samples. The best sample would often be a segment of natural speech or

vocoded and resynthesised speech sample.

As the MOS scale is most likely not linear — The exact scale exists only in

each listeners imagination — comparison of mean values is not reasonable.

Instead, median values can be compared. The statistical significance tests

for MOS tests include ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA)

Another way of using the MOS test is Differential MOS (DMOS) where

the listeners are played a reference sample and a test sample, and then

they will select how much the test sample has degraded from the reference.

Another MOS-like evaluation method is MUltiple Stimuli with Hidden

Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA). MUSHRA is intended for subjective

evaluation of audio quality of lossy audio compression algorithms. It

operates on a 1-100 scale, with hidden reference samples mixed in with

the test samples. If some listeners give low scores to the high-quality

reference samples, it is assumed that they have not paid due attention

to the test. Ratings given by such listeners are discarded from the result

analysis.

5.2.2 AB tests

An AB test is a straightforward way of comparing two speech synthesis

systems. Listeners will listen to one sample from each system and select

which one they prefer, by selecting “A is better than B” or “B is better

than A”. The results are easy to interpret and a simple binomial test at

a previously selected p-value will tell whether the result is likely to be

significant.

The basic AB test is sometimes called “forced AB-test” as the listener

is not able to proceed without selecting one of the two options. Often the

differences between systems can be very small and if the listener is not

able to pick out the difference, or is unable to decide between perceptually

different options that appear the same quality, the listener needs to select

one option randomly. This can be stressful or feel futile to the listener, in

which case a variation where there is a “no-choice” option, represented
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according to the task, for example being “No preference” or “I cannot tell

the difference” can be used. In the statistical analysis, the “No preference”

choice can be calculated as half a choice for both of the other choices.

5.2.3 Subjective measures for noisy speech

Publication VIII investigates the quality degradation in TTS system adap-

tation due to background noise. Preliminary investigation showed that the

standard MOS test for TTS with focus on similarity and naturalness is not

directly applicable to speech which suffers quality loss due to excessive

background noise. The background noise intrusiveness and perceived dis-

tortion in naturalness of speech due to the TTS framework are somewhat

intertwined and due to the personal preferences of individual listeners,

the naturalness MOS scores are wildly varying for samples that contain

residual background noise.

This excess variation reduces the reliability of the test.

MOS tests for noisy TTS samples

Publication VIII introduces a variation of the MOS listening test inspired

by the recommendations for evaluating effects of background noise in

telecommunication systems [74].

The MOS test for TTS samples with background noise comprises three

questions: (1) Naturalness of the speech signal (2) Similarity of the speech

signal (3) Noisiness of the background signal. These questions are listed

in Table 5.1. The formulations of the two first questions ask the listener to

concentrate on the speech signal, and the last question asks the listener to

concentrate on the background signal.

This setup leaves some room for criticism. The intention in division

between concentrating the listeners attention to the speech signal and the

background signal is to avoid the situation, where the audible background

noise of the non-speech part signal affects the listener’s evaluation of

naturalness of the speech signal part. However, how the listener factors

the noise artifacts to the background and the speech parts is completely

unknown. This listening test has been used only a few times, and no

long-term data has been collected. No thorough comparison between the

effects of different noise types has been made.

Another possible problem in the setup is that the labelled categories do

not encourage listeners to make out differences in sample qualities. It is

up to the listener to decide what “Somewhat noisy but not intrusive” means
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and perfectly possible for the listener to include a majority of samples

into this category. A MOS scale with only ends labelled and appropriate

listener priming might have generated a more diverse range of answers.

AB tests

The formulation of the AB test, shown in Table 5.2, is essentially the same

as in the case of standard TTS evaluation. When the goal is to select the

best systems, the judgement of what is best is left to the listener.

5.2.4 Speaker similarity across languages

Publications III and IV deal with speaker similarity across languages. As

in many other experiments in speech-to-speech translation (S2ST) [145,

87, 161], Publications III and IV also use a MOS test to measure speaker

similarity. Here the listeners will hear a natural speech sample in one lan-

guage and a synthetic speech sample in another language. Generally the

similarity results are expected to be worse than for intra-lingual adapted

synthetic speech, as listeners are generally not as good in identifying

speakers across languages for natural speech samples [160].

SUS test as intelligibility measure

The current standard is the SUS test [17]. We can compare the relative

intelligibility of several TTS systems by synthesising semantically un-

predictable sentences (SUS) with each system and then having human

listeners try to transcribe them. We can then order the systems by cal-

culating the number of correctly transcribed utterances for each one. A

variation is to compute word error rates for each system by comparing

reference and listener transcriptions [27].

5.3 Objective measures

The other option for evaluating the quality of a TTS system is to use compu-

tational measures. These measures can be intrusive, where test utterances

are compared to corresponding reference utterances with matching pho-

netic content, or non-intrusive, sometimes called “reference-free”, where

reference utterances do not need to match the test utterances.
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Table 5.1. Formulation of the MOS test questions for a comparison of TTS systems where
background noise plays a role.

� Synthesised speech sample

Play the sample and attending ONLY to the SPEECH SIGNAL, select the

category which best describes the sample you just heard. The SPEECH

SIGNAL in this signal was

5. Completely natural
4. Quite natural
3. Somewhat unnatural but acceptable
2. Quite unnatural
1. Completely unnatural

� Natural reference speech sample

� Synthesised speech sample

Play both samples, and attending ONLY to the SPEECH SIGNAL, select

the category which best describes the second sample to the reference

sample. The voices in the SPEECH SIGNALS of the samples sounded

5. Exactly like the same person
4. Quite like the same person
3. Somewhat different but recognisable
2. Quite like a different person
1. Like a totally different person

� Synthesised speech sample

Play the sample and attending ONLY to the BACKGROUND, select the cat-

egory which best describes the sample you just heard. the BACKGROUND

in this signal was

5. Clean
4. Quite clean
3. Somewhat noisy but not intrusive
2. Quite noisy and somewhat intrusive
1. Very noisy and very intrusive
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Table 5.2. Formulation of the AB test for a comparison of TTS systems where background
noise plays a role.

� Natural reference speech sample

� Synthesised speech sample A

� Synthesised speech sample B

Play the reference sentence. Then play both sample sentences. Considering

the OVERALL QUALITY of the signal, select the one you would prefer

to represent the reference voice in applications like mobile devices, video

games, audio books etc.

Regarding the OVERALL QUALITY

A. First sample is better
B. Second sample is better
C. They sound exactly the same

5.4 Non-intrusive objective measures

Non-intrusive ways require some kind of model for speech or distortions,

and then measuring the test utterances with the model. The telecom-

munication industry has standard non-intrusive methods for evaluat-

ing degradation of speech quality due to speech coding for transmission:

ITU-T P.563 [105] from the International Telecommunications Union and

ANIQUE+ [82] from American National Standards Institute. For the

out-of-domain use of evaluating TTS systems, they do not perform very

well [109].

5.4.1 GMM speaker-dependent models

A GMM model of the target speaker’s speech similar to ones used in speaker

recognition can be used to evaluate the quality of a TTS voice [101]. Due

to the statistical nature of the HMM synthesis framework, the sentences

synthesised from an HMM synthesis model will be a perfect fit for a speaker

model trained from the target speaker’s natural speech data. Therefore

the speaker model needs to be trained from the synthesised sentences, and

evaluated with the target speaker’s natural speech.
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5.4.2 GMM-HMM speaker-independent models

A speaker-independent GMM-HMM model of the behaviour of natural

speech features can be used to evaluate the naturalness of any arbitrary

TTS system for any target speaker [39].

5.4.3 Perceptually regularised speech signal property models

There have been attempts to build general models for evaluating any arbi-

trary synthetic speech segment with quality dimensions that correspond

to human perception. For example, a Regular Perception Model (RPM) or

Support Vector Regression (SVR) model of computational features can be

used to predict perceptual qualities of (1) naturalness of voice, (2) prosodic

quality, (3) fluency and intelligibility, (4) absence of disturbances, and (5)

calmness for any arbitrary TTS system for any target speaker [113].

5.5 Intrusive objective measures

The objective measures have been used in speech coding and speech en-

hancement in the telecom industry [151, 75], where the reconstructed or

enhanced speech signal should be as identical to a clean reference sig-

nal as possible. Comparing utterances in an intrusive way is essentially

frame-by-frame calculation of distortion.

In speech synthesis, the synthesised and reference utterances are not

expected to be identical, especially when phoneme duration and prosodic

aspects are predicted from the model set. Therefore a non-intrusive method

would suit TTS systems better. However, at the the time of writing there

exists no widely spread way of using non-intrusive methods. As ill-fitting

as they can be for TTS, the intrusive methods are simple to compute

and are well established. To reduce the mismatch between reference and

test utterances due to some prosodic elements, the test utterances can

be synthesised with the help of phoneme boundaries from the natural

test utterances. The following sections cover some instrusive objective

measures used in TTS evaluation.

5.5.1 Mel-cepstral distortion and cepstral distortion

Cepstral Distortion (CD) [83, 84] or Mel-Cepstral Distortion (MCD) is

calculated as a distance metric between natural speech sentences and
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the corresponding synthesised sentences. It is a very simple distance

measure, especially for CEP-based and MCEP-based speech synthesis

systems that generate cepstral output anyway as a step before producing

the final waveform with a vocoder.

CD and MCD are calculated for D-dimensional features as

CD =
10

ln10
∗
√√√√2 ∗

D∑
d=1

(ctd − ced)
2) (5.1)

where cti and cei denote the original and synthesised cepstra.

MCD is an efficient method to computationally compare adaptation

techniques for speaker-adaptive parametric TTS systems.

5.5.2 PESQ

ITU-T recommendation P.862 (02/01) Perceptual Evaluation of Speech

Quality (PESQ) [75] is a telecommunications industry standard for au-

tomatically evaluating the quality loss of speech in a lossy transmission

channel.

PESQ has been found to correlate well with subjective evaluations of

synthetic speech when the quality difference between samples has been

very large [21]. However, in a typical test situation, the quality differ-

ence of systems is quite small, and in these cases correlation of PESQ

to subjective MOS scores has ranged from satisfactory [70] to outright

disappointing [60].

5.5.3 Frequency-weighted segmental SNR

Frequency-weighted segmental SNR (FWS) [67] is a perceptually moti-

vated, improved version of segmental SNR [54]. The measure has been

shown to correlate well with the industry standard objective evaluation

method PESQ [75] with substantially smaller implementation and compu-

tational cost [67]. The measure is calculated as

FWS =
10

M
×

M−1∑
m=0

∑K
j=1W (j,m)log10

|X(j,m)|2
(|X(j,m)|−|X̂(j,m)|)2∑K

j=1W (j,m)
(5.2)

where |X̂(j,m)| is the test signal value in the jth mel filter channel at

the mth frame, |X(j,m)| is the reference signal value in the same mel

channel, W (j,m) = |X(j,m)|γ with a suggested value γ = 0.2 [67], and K

is the number of filter banks, M is the total number of frames in the signal.

Finally the estimated signal- to-noise ratio in each time frame is bound to

a [0, 35] dB range.
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FWS has been found to correlate well with speaker similarity evaluations

in Publication VII with |r̄| = 0.86. There the compared systems are similar

in their Straight-MCEP speaker-adaptive HSMM-architecture, and this

should be kept in mind before making any generalisations to comparisons

between more varying systems.

5.5.4 Other computational measures

A plethora of intrusive computational distance measures exists in telecom-

munications industry, including Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR), Weighted

Spectral Slope (WSS) and Itakura-Saito (IS) distance [68]. Many of these

have been tried for TTS system evaluation with less than satisfactory

results [70].

Some specific speech intelligibility measures including the the Dau mea-

sure, the Glimpse proportion, the Short Time Objective Intelligibility

(STOI) measure and the Speech Intelligibility Index (SII) have also been

tested on TTS systems [153].

5.5.5 Correlation to different quality dimensions

The intrusive objective methods generate a score for each pair of reference

and test utterance. The score represents a difference between the two

utterances, but is very much dependent on the utterance itself, and must

be mapped to some form that a human understands. To be usable, the

method needs to have a positive, high correlation with human evaluations

of the same systems. These human evaluations are normally done along

the dimensions mentioned in Section 5.1.

Speaker similarity

Publication VII notes that the objective intrusive measures correlate highly

with similarity MOS scores of subjective tests, up to modified sample

correlation coefficient |r̄| > 0.75) for the FWS measure. This comparison

includes a variety of systems all built with a similar architecture.

For a wider range of TTS systems, the correlations between speaker

similarity MOS scores and computational scores remain at a Pearson’s

correlation Coefficient |r̄| < 0.4 and therefore are of little interest [70].

The intrusive measures are therefore good for developing a system, but

not really usable as such for evaluating the order of goodness of systems

based on different architectures in terms of speaker similarity.
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Naturalness

Publication VII finds the best correlations between naturalness and MOS

tests at modified sample correlation coefficient |r̄| = 0.69 for the MCD

measure. The correlation between similarity and naturalness MOS scores

is modified sample correlation coefficient |r̄| = 0.64 for the investigated

result set, which consists again of TTS systems of similar architecture.

Again, for a wider range of TTS systems, the correlations between

speaker similarity MOS scores and computational scores remain at a

Pearson’s correlation Coefficient |r̄| < 0.4 with the notable exception of

PESQ with Pearson’s correlation Coefficient |r̄| < 0.78 in one study [70],

contradicting PESQ’s mediocre performance of Pearson’s Correlation Coef-

ficient |r̄| ≤ 0.21 in another [60].

Intelligibility

The speech intelligibility measures work also for TTS systems, up to nor-

malized correlation coefficient ρ = 0.94 [153] for the DAU measure.
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6. Computational quality evaluation for
natural foreign/L2 speech

In this chapter, we are looking at computational measures for evaluating

qualities of natural speech, more specifically the quality of pronunciation

of foreign languages. As with the evaluation methods for synthetic speech,

the computational objective measures need to be fixed to an evaluation

scale understood by humans.

This chapter attempts to answer the questions: (1) What human methods

are used for evaluating pronunciation quality? (2) How can the scoring by

these methods be predicted computationally?

As the last topic in this dissertation, the evaluation of pronunciation

quality in natural speech is the central topic of Publication X.

6.1 Human expert pronunciation evaluation frameworks

At the time of writing, there are dozens, if not hundreds of standardised

tests for assessing proficiency in foreign languages1, many of which involve

a part in oral skills. For now, most of the spoken parts of these tests are

evaluated by human experts. The human expert annotators’ agreement

with each other present an upper limit for computational methods for

predicting the grade of individual utterances or the overall level of the test

takers. The following sections briefly describe some popular evaluation

frameworks and some statistics on the inter-annotator agreement.

6.1.1 CEFR Common European framework of reference for
languages

The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) is

a scale for evaluating proficiency in foreign languages [97]. The evaluation

is based on a large number of descriptors like general linguistic range,

1See for example https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_language_proficiency_tests
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vocabulary range, vocabulary control, grammatical accuracy etc [28]. The

descriptors for a hierarchy with overall competence at the top, branching

to communicative strategies, comptencies and activities, that are further

divided into smaller subtrees. Each descriptor is evaluated on a six step

scale, from worst to best: Basic user levels A1 and A2, independent user

levels B1 and B2 and proficient user levels C1 and C2. The overall score

is given in the same scale. For evaluating spoken language proficiency,

phonological control and fluency are the most relevant descriptors.

CEFR is not a standardised test, but an evaluation framework. The

standardised tests that claim compatibility with CEFR have each their

own way of extracting enough written and spoken data from a test taker.

For example:

• The European Language Certificates (TELC) test’s oral proficiency test is

taken in groups of 2 or 3 test takers, and takes 15-25 minutes, where each

test taker gives a short presentation and all participate in a discussion.

• The Finnish Yleinen kielitutkinto (YKI) test for mid-level proficiency

is done with a computer and the oral examination part consists of an-

swering questions, taking part in a simulated dialogue with pre-recorded

questions and limited answering time, and giving a presentation about a

topic. The YKI high level proficiency includes also an interview.

• Business Language Testing Service BULATS [22] has its own scoring,

which maps to the CEFR scale for a total score. A sample corpus of test

results on the CEFR scale has an inter-annotator Pearson correlation

around 0.96 [154].

All test procedures yield a total score, but the evaluation might not be

done on all descriptors.

6.1.2 TOEFL R© Test of English as a Foreign Language

The Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL R©) is a standardised,

commercial language proficiency testing method. At the time of writing,

the TOEFL R© internet based test (TOEFL R© iBT R©) is done using a computer.

The TOEFL R© test is scored in a range of 0-120 points. This score consists

of 4 parts, of which one is spoken language proficiency, each evaluated on

a scale of 0-30.
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The spoken language evaluation part takes around 20 minutes, and

consists of two independent tasks of answering questions on familiar topics

and four integrated tasks of reading and listening about a topic, and

answering questions about that topic. Each task is scored 0-4 and the

total sum is mapped to a 0-30 score. One of the dimensions for evaluating

these tasks is delivery, which is concerned with intelligibility and clarity,

things that might correlate with phonological control of good pronunciation.

TOEFL R© scores can be mapped to CEFR scores [114].

There are different types of TOEFL R© tests for different age groups. The

different test types display different variation in annotator agreement:

• A sample of the standard TOEFL R© iBT R© has an inter-annotator Pearson

correlation coefficient of 0.59 for rating individual utterances and 0.88 for

aggregated scores from all utterances produced by each speaker [147].

• A sample of the TOEFL R© PrimaryTM for children aged 8 years and above

has inter-annotator correlation of 0.73 for rating individual tasks [56].

• A sample of the TOEFL R© Junior R© assessment for children aged 11

and above, has inter-annotator correlation 0.7-0.72 on rating individual

60 second answers (depending on the task), and 0.90 correlation on the

aggregated scores from all utterances produced by each speaker [38, 117].

6.1.3 AZELLA Arizona English Language Learners Assessment

The Arizona English Language Learners Assessment (AZELLA) is a test

used also in high-stakes settings for evaluating children’s English abilities.

The test consists of numerous tasks that are graded holistically by human

experts. For the different tasks in the test, there are 2-5 levels of score

and the total combined score of the test taker is mapped into a five grade

ranges or student level [24]. A sample of the AZELLA test scores has a 0.96

inter-annotator correlation [24]. It should be noted that the inter-annotator

scores are not directly comparable between different tests. The AZELLA

score is based on a substantially larger set of spoken responses than

TOEFL (27 compared to 6) and therefore the inter-annotator correlation is

expected to be higher.
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6.1.4 Task specific annotations

Research into computational evaluation of pronunciation quality can be

conducted with any collection of language learners’ data and the associated

labelling.

Pronunciation mistake transcriptions

The aim for the computational system might not be to give an overall

grading for pronunciation skills, but to grade individual utterances or

spot pronunciation mistake patterns for example. Labelling pronunciation

mistakes in a speech corpus can be done by marking correct or incorrect

phones in the phone level transcriptions. This is an arduous and repetitive

task and prone to mistakes and opinion differences. A sample of pronun-

ciation mistake annotations in a corpus of spoken Spanish had a wildly

varying Kappa value between 0.15 and 0.9 for different phone classes.

There was moderate agreement for only 35% of the phone classes and a

pairwise comparison of labels annotated by different experts yielded an

average 19.8% of phone level disagreement [40].

For predicting the expert rating of the speaker’s proficiency in foreign lan-

guage, pronunciation accuracy annotations by a large group on non-experts

can be more reliable than annotations by a small group experts [100].

MOS scores

For evaluating the amount of perceived foreign accent in pronunciation, the

training data can be labelled with a simple MOS score for nativeness. For

example, an ABC with 1 – strongly nonnative, 2 – significantly nonnative,

3 – moderately nonnative, 4 – slightly nonnative, 5 – almost native, and

an additional category 6 – native [40].

A sample of this kind of MOS type nativeness annotation had an Inter-

annotator correlation 0.78 and intra-annotator correlation of 0.79. The

intra-annotator correlation was computed by adding the same utterance to

the evaluation pool multiple times.

A compound MOS score, where utterances are evaluated on several crite-

ria and scores are added together can be used for more holistic evaluation

of pronunciation quality. For example, a compound MOS score can consist

of MOS scores in three tests [180]:

• Segments: How well are individual phonetic segments produced?
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• Prosody: How well are the prosodic features like stress and intonation

controlled?

• Correctness: Are any words in the utterance missing?

An overall quality of pronunciation on a 1-100 scale was used in Publica-

tion X. The labour-intensiveness of phone level transcription was evaded by

using a single score for each utterance. Phone-specific scores are featured

in the system only implicitly. The system is trained to mimic the prefer-

ences of a single annotator. While this can not be taken as an absolute

score or even an estimate of what a mean of a number of expert evaluations

would be, we were able to provide a coherent automatic scoring that can be

constructed for a new language with little resources. As a guideline for the

evaluation, a full score was given to native or native-like pronunciation

attempts. For any typical word in the sample set, there was usually a

mispronunciation pattern of one phone that showed up repeatedly. If the

attempted pronunciation differed from the correct one by one articulatory

feature, for example the wrong type of voicedness, the score was reduced by

around 10 points. If the attempt differed by more than that, the score was

further reduced depending on the distance of articulation place or manner.

This kind of reduction according to the phonemes was possible for samples

with only one or two phones with pronunciation errors. Labelling at the

bottom of the scale was more ad-hoc.

6.2 Objective measures for foreign language pronunciation
evaluation

As a machine learning problem, the computational methods attempt to

find an algorithmic procedure f that gives the best estimate for predicting

human annotations:

f(x) = ŷ � y (6.1)

where x is a collection of speech data and metadata for an evaluated task,

and y is the associated human generated label, which can be a score, a set

of scores or a sequence of correct/incorrect pronunciations.
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6.2.1 Evaluation criteria

The criteria for evaluating the computational methods naturally varies

according to the task.

Precision, recall, acceptances, rejects, correctness

For spotting pronunciation mistakes, criteria can be borrowed from infor-

mation retrieval tasks. In a detection or retrieval task like mispronuncia-

tion spotting, there is a balance to be found, trying to find as many of the

errors as possible while not classifying too many correct pronunciations

as errors. The four possible categorisations for the data in the set are: (1)

True acceptances, (2) false acceptances, (3) true rejects and (4) false rejects.

From these, precision and recall can be computed with

precision =
(trueacceptances)

(trueacceptances) + (falseacceptances)
(6.2)

and

recall =
(trueacceptances)

(trueacceptances) + (falserejects)
(6.3)

For parameter-dependent pronunciation mistake spotting methods Equal

Error Rate (EER) is a useful measure. This is the error rate for the

system when false acceptance rate equals false rejection rate. EER allows

comparison of systems, and leaves it up to the implementers of a method

to decide the sensitivity of the mispronunciation detector.

The correctness and accuracy are borrowed from ASR system evalua-

tion. A typical ASR error is measured as an error rate (word error rate,

phoneme error rate etc), where the number of substitutions, insertions and

deletions necessary to reach the reference labels from the predicted labels

are counted. The inverse measures of the error are

correctness =
(totallabels)− (substitutions)− (deletions)

(totallabels)
(6.4)

and

accuracy =
(totallabels)− (substitutions)− (deletions)− (insertions)

(totallabels)
(6.5)

Correlation

For scoring or categorising individual utterances or speakers, correlation

between computational and human evaluation is an easy way to report

the performance of a system. Of the various correlation computation

conventions, the Pearson correlation coefficient is the most widely used in
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the studies cited in this work. For evaluation frameworks with relatively

few categories, the computational scoring is often done in a floating point

or integer format in a larger number space and only in the end the score

is mapped into one of the framework categories. In these cases, two

correlations are sometimes reported. One for the correlation between

the floating point scores and the scores representing the categories, and

another one using the mapped scores. For almost any decent system, the

score correlation is better than the class correlation. For example, given a

prediction of ŷscore = 1.49 that maps to ŷclass = 1 and a reference yclass = 2

where yscore = 2.0, we have a smaller error for score εscore = 0.51 than for

class εclass = 1.0.

The correlation of mapped/rounded values might just be scientifically

on a more solid basis, as typically we have no strong confirmation of

the linearity of scales in an evaluation framework. This is an important

consideration, but unfortunately outside the scope of this thesis.

6.3 Techniques for mispronunciation detection and speaking skill
level scoring

6.3.1 Posterior likelihoods

The Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP) algorithm [162] spots pronunciation

mistakes inside words by using the posterior likelihoods of phonemes in

an ASR system to evaluate if the correct phone was pronounced. If the

likelihood is less than a predetermined threshold, the phone is labelled

as mispronounced. Setting the thresholds is done based on a database

of correct and incorrect pronunciations. If there is not enough natural

mispronunciation data, the thresholds GOP can be set by simulating

pronunciation errors in a realistic way in the training data, reaching a

80-90% precision and recall in pronunciation error spotting2 [77]. The

GOP relies on ASR features that can discriminate between all minimum

pairs of phones, and the standard MFCCs are not enough for all pairs.

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) of Acoustic-Phonetic Features (APF)

or LDA-MFCC classifiers are found to perform better than HMM-GMM-

MFCC -based GOP for differentiating between velar fricatives /x/ and velar

plosives /k/ [144].
2The inter-annotator agreement on error labelling was not reported.
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DNN class posteriors

Frame-level DNN posteriors can be used for classifying individual phone

segments and thereby to spot pronunciation mistakes. Multi-lingual class

posteriors for detecting mispronunciation of vowels reached an EER of

25.2% [76]3.

Using DNN posteriors for automatic evaluation of shadowing tasks has

yielded a correlation of 0.82 between automatic score and a human evalu-

ated compound MOS score4 [180].

6.3.2 Extended recognition networks

Extended Recognition Networks (ERN) include paths for many possible

mispronunciations. An ASR system using an ERN for decoding is able

to expilicitly detect erroneous word forms and classify mispronunciation

using the acoustic models of the ASR system. Early ERN implemenation

for mispronunciation detection had false rejection rate of 13.6% and false

acceptance rate of 44.7% [55].

Typically ERNs are built with knowledge on the types of errors that the

users are expected to make. Alternatively error patterns can be discovered

for non-native speakers by iterative decoding [89].

A system using an Acoustic-Phonetic Model (APM) that incorporates

acoustic features and implicitly derived phonological rules and a 5-gram

phone-based language model reaches a correctness and an accuracy of

88.5% and 83.3% in mispronunciation detection5 - an improvement over

the ERN result correctness of 75.9% [92].

6.3.3 Articulatory features

As mispronunciation happens as a result of an erroneous configuration of

the speaker’s vocal tract, representing the sounds of speech as articulatory

of phonological parameters is an intuitive approach to mispronunciation

detection. By training the recognition system to look at parameters like

vowel, consonant, obstruent, back vowel etc, the user can be given instant

and intuitive feedback on their pronunciation errors – At least if the system

works with sufficient speed and accuracy.

DNNs in general and LSTMs in particular have become almost a stan-

3Error labelling was done as a majority vote of three annotators. Inter-annotator
agreement is not reported.
4The inter-annotator correlation was not reported.
5The inter-annotator agreement on error labelling was not reported.
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Table 6.1. A simplified example of phonological feature representation for some sample
phones with 6 attributes.

Feature /k/ /g/ /a/ /s/

Voiced 0 1 1 0

Consonant 1 1 0 1

Fricative 0 0 0 1

Stop consonant 1 1 0 0

Front Vowel 0 0 1 0

Close Vowel 0 0 0 0

dard for predicting these features, whether they are called articulatory

features [33] [32], phonological features [11][12], pronunciation represen-

tations [93] or speech attributes [94]. In these representations, phones are

represented by feature vectors. A simple example of such a representation

is shown in Table 6.1.

Publication X uses a phonological feature set extended from [12]. The

outputs are converted to a score via a Support Vector Regressor (SVR).

6.3.4 Aggregate features

Systems aimed at real world language skill testing often employ a variety

of features derived from speech recognition output. Vocabulary richness,

speech rate and pause distributions can be computed easily from ASR

outputs.

A system using dozens of features with multiple regressors for predicting

scores of TOEFL R© iBT R© tests establishes a computer-to-human corre-

lation of 0.55 for single items and 0.67 for sets of three scores, where

corresponding inter-annotator agreements are 0.77 and 0.94 [182]. These

systems are dependent on labelling the test data adequately, and using

deep learning architectures for another set of TOEFL R© iBT R© data, the

new ASR improves the computer-to-human correlations from 0.52 to 0.58

for single items, and from 0.74 to 0.78 for speaker skill levels, where the

inter-annotator correlations are 0.59 and 0.88 respectively [147].

Versant test, “judged by a specially modified, automated speech recogni-

tion (ASR) system” [18] reaches correlation of 0.97 for the overall score

between the predicted and human scores as reported by the developers of

the test [36]6.
6inter-annotator agreement not reported.
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A system for predicting TOEFL R© Junior R© scores using as one input fea-

ture the RNN posteriors for evaluation pronunciation, reaches a computer-

to-human correlation of 0.73-0.76 (0.66-0.70) when inter-annotator correla-

tion is 0.70-0.71 [117].

Using a statistical framework that gives an approximation of the cer-

tainty of the score allows strategies where human reviewer is brought in

when a computational review is flagged as uncertain. In BULATS grading

with Gaussian processes has correlation of 0.85 and 0.83 with human

experts, whose inter-annotator correlation was 0.96. Interpolation between

computer and human annotators allows raising the correlation to 0.91

with little extra costs for rating [154].

6.4 Pronunciation learning applications with computational
evaluation

At the time of writing, a growing number of commercial language learning

applications like Duolingo, Rosetta Stone or Babbel include speech produc-

tion tasks, which are rated on a pass/fail basis. Details on the technologies

used or the performance of these commercial systems are not publicly

available. In academic research, there are some learning applications that

give feedback on single utterances for foreign/L2 language learner adults,

and these are reported in detail [95][180], as well as for children [177].

Publication X describes in detail a foreign language pronunciation learn-

ing application system that gives the user immediate feedback score on

their pronunciation attempts. As the data used for the experiment in

Publication X is annotated by a single expert, no ground truth is avail-

able, and the target is to mimic a single human annotator. The scoring

is based on running speech samples through a DNN-based articulatory

feature detector, and comparing the observed feature vector sequences to

the target feature vector sequences. Both false positives and false neg-

atives are counted for each articulatory feature over the utterance and

combined into a score vector. These vectors are mapped to a score using

support vector regressors (SVR), attaining a correlation of 0.59 between

reference and prediction scores for the test set. This corresponds to inter-

annotator agreement reported for human evaluators for annotating short

utterances [147].

While many of the CAPT systems might be easily fooled, their usability

as a learning tool should not be completely discredited by the anecdotal
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evidence of their failure in the hands of an ill-willing engineer from a

competing institution – ASR-based CAPT systems can be very basic and

still be pedagogically effective [112].
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7. Conclusion

Most of the systems discussed in this thesis are very complicated, with

a long chain of interdependent components layered on top of each other.

In such a system, when one of the first components in the chain becomes

outdated, the technologies depending on it become useless unless they can

be reappropriated for new base components.

At the time of finishing this thesis, the sun is setting on GMM-based

acoustic models, which form the basis for the majority of experiments in

this thesis. The paradigm shift from GMMs to DNNs in acoustic modelling

in statistical parametric speech synthesis and automatic speech recogni-

tion is swiftly outdating the majority of the techniques and experiments

described in this work, as the adaptation mechanisms for GMM models

are not directly transferable to DNN models.

The GMM basis has offered a robust platform for investigating aspects

of speaker identity and speaking style transfer in statistical parametric

speech synthesis. The work in this thesis based on HMM-GMM paradigm

includes:

• the probabilistic cross-lingual speaker adaptation (CLSA) in HMM-GMM

speech synthesis in Publication I where speaker characteristics are trans-

ferred from source language to target language without a model of the

source language,

• the experiments in cross-lingual speaker-adaptation in HMM-based au-

tomatic speech recognition in Publication II where using speech data

from one language for adapting the AM of the ASR system in another

language improves recognition results in that language for the same

speaker,
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• the analysis of speaker identity transfer across languages for multilin-

gual speakers in speaker-adaptive HMM-GMM systems in Publication

III and Publication IV where it was established that listeners can identify

adapted synthetic voices in one language with natural voices in another

language, and that underlying prosody of an average voice affects listener

perception of speaker background when the adaptation data is sparse,

• the experiments in adaptation stacking for speaker groups in HMM-

based ASR in Publication V where adapting a high-quality out-of-domain

average voice first to an in-domain average voice and then to a single

speaker improves synthetic voice quality over direct adaptation,

• the Lombard-like adaptation of GMM parameters for HMM-GMM syn-

thesis in Publication VI where the intelligibility of the synthetic speech

was improved under noisy conditions,

• the analysis of different objective measures for evaluating quality of

HMM-GMM based speech synthesis systems in Publication VII where we

could identify some objective quality measures that correlate well with

subjective MOS scores for the HMM-GMM system evaluation,

• the analysis of the effects of background noise in the adaptation data of

speaker-adaptive HMM-GMM statistical parametric speech synthesis in

Publication VIII where we found methods for compensating for noise,

• the code-switching bilingual HMM-GMM speech synthesis system in

Publication IX where the probabilistically CLSA-adapted TTS model

was successfully used in conjunction with an SD native TTS model to

synthesise bilingual sentences.

The studies were important at the time of their publication, but look-

ing back, the work is bound within the limits of the HMM-GMM basis.

The output of the ASR and TTS systems simply does not reach today’s

standards. The data-hungry end-to-end DNN models are now catching

up with adaptation methods for speaking style and speaker identity. It

would certainly be interesting to see a comparison of the results in this

thesis and the same tests done with modern systems. This is unlikely to

happen, as the data used in the experiments are very small in comparison
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to what is required for high-quality DNN systems, and if more data is used

to augment system training, the comparison would not be fair anymore.

Computational evaluation and scoring of foreign language pronunciation

is an emerging field made far more accessible with the shift to DNN

modelling. Rating pronunciation quality of short utterances would be a

difficult problem even without the added variability of children’s speech.

In Publication X we managed to develop a system to score the foreign

language pronunciation attempts of child speakers a single utterance at

a time with speed and reliability satisfactory for computer games used to

study language learning.

7.1 Future Work

The paradigm shift in acoustic modelling for speech synthesis requires

new techniques to accomplish the old tasks like limited data cross-lingual

speaker adaptation and other out-of-domain adaptation tasks. These offer

numerous possibilities for future investigations.

The field of foreign language pronunciation evaluation is also full of

unanswered questions. The data sets of language learners’ speech are

sparse, as the annotation requires expertise and the experts do not always

agree with each other. The data sets for child language learners are

even more rare. With data sets containing annotations from multiple

annotators, erroneous annotations can be corrected computationally or

models of annotator preferences built. With the currently available data

sets this is not possible. With more audio data from language learners, we

can train models that give more refined feedback to the language learner

and gather better analytics regarding the personal progress of the language

learner. With a lot more data, audio-to-feedback systems could be trained

end-to-end.
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